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Editorial

Recognition for PGM Catalysis
Contributions
Platinum Metals Review Editorial Board member,
Dr Thomas J. Colacot (Johnson Matthey, Catalysis
and Chiral Technologies, USA), has been awarded
the Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) Applied
Catalysis Award 2012. The Award was granted “For
exceptional contributions to the development and
availability of ligands and catalysts crucial for the
advancement of metal-catalysed synthetic organic
chemistry” (1–4).
Colacot has been very active in the development
and promotion of efficient catalysed syntheses
for the chemical and pharmaceutical industries
and has successfully commercialised several new
catalyst products, as well as publishing widely on
the topic of palladium-catalysed cross-coupling.
The recent Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2010 justifiably
generated much excitement among the catalysis
community and Colacot was no exception,
publishing an extensive review in collaboration
with Professor Victor Snieckus in the prestigious
Angewandte Chemie (5) as well as a shorter
preliminary article in our own journal Platinum
Metals Review (6).
Among the Colacot research group’s many
achievements has been the development of new
preformed palladium catalysts to replace the
former widely used in situ catalysts, as a recent
review in ACS Catalysis shows (7).These preformed
catalysts are more active and selective in a variety
of applications and reactions, and can be used
to form unique product classes or act upon
particularly challenging substrates (8–10). He has
also carried out fundamental studies on the action
of catalysts for certain challenging reactions (11).
Colacot’s work was instrumental in the
commercialisation by Johnson Matthey of welldefined preformed L2Pd(0) catalysts (12–14), as
well as precatalysts (15), which can be applied
in a variety of reaction types and with a variety of
substrates, including some of the most challenging.
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Many of the catalysts are air stable (9),and a number
of the catalyst precursors are also available as solid
supported precatalysts, named FibreCat® (16–18),
which are especially useful to the pharmaceutical
industry, where it is crucial that no traces of
palladium are left in the active pharmaceutical
ingredient (API) product. The ability to filter off
the solid supported catalyst can make this easier
to achieve.
Both Colacot’s own work and that of his many
academic collaborators around the world have
created new application areas for the catalysts
and procedures that have been made possible. For
example, he has developed and commercialised
the coupling technologies of Hartwig (15, 19,
20), in addition to the development of Buchwald
ligands and precatalysts in commercial quantities.
There is much potential for further discovery
in this field, with ever more selective and active
catalysts yet to be developed that will, it is hoped,
bring new possibilities in the transformations
that can be achieved, and the products that can
be manufactured. The majority of the processes
developed in the Colacot group are aimed at
sustainability and process economy, if not ‘atom
economy’. A few examples are the in situ synthesis
of Pd2dba3·CHCl3 (21) and L2Pd(0) complexes
(13), among others.
Thomas is a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Chemistry and has an MBA in addition to his
PhD in Chemistry. He can be contacted at:
colactj@jmusa.com.
We are very pleased to congratulate Thomas
on his Award and hope that our readers will be
inspired to make use of preformed palladium
catalysts in their own research.
SARA COLES, Assistant Editor
Platinum Metals Review
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Role of Platinum in Photoelectrochemical
Studies Related to Solar Energy
Harvesting
http://dx.doi.org/10.1595/147106712X654178

By Kasem K. Kasem
Science, Mathematics, and Informatics Department,
Indiana University Kokomo, Kokomo, IN 46904-9003, USA
Email: kkasem@iuk.edu

http://www.platinummetalsreview.com/

The electrochemical behaviour of platinum as a
regenerator electrode during the photolysis of buffered
aqueous solutions of ferrocyanide ([Fe(CN)6]4–) as a
source of hydrated electrons for hydrogen production was
investigated. Optimum conditions for the heterogeneous
reduction of ferricyanide ([Fe(CN)6]3–) in aqueous
suspensions of semiconductor nanoparticles were
determined, and hydrogen generation was explored
in both homogeneous and heterogeneous aqueous
systems. Experiments took place in a three-electrode
cell. The results indicated that the Pt gauze electrode
gave adequate and reproducible photoelectrochemical
performance during the photolysis of aqueous solutions
of [Fe(CN)6]4– in 0.2 M pH 6 phosphate buffer. The results
provide evidence for the important role of Pt in photolysis
studies that aim towards harvesting solar energy.

Introduction
The stability domain of Pt almost completely overlaps
the stability domain of water as a result of the very
noble nature of Pt. In comparison with the other
elements in its group, Pt possesses the greatest zone
of immunity to corrosion over the entire pH scale.
Figure 1 is the Pourbaix diagram (1) for Pt and gold
and shows their respective zones of stability in water
at room temperature. According to Figure 1, Au has a
wider potential window of immunity against corrosion
than does Pt. However, the data show the oxidation of
water to oxygen at different pHs below the immunity
line of Au and this fact limits the use of Au in tracing
the photolysis of water in aqueous systems containing
redox couples with more positive potentials than
those studied using Pt.
Historically, the use of Pt electrodes in
electrochemical cells has been well known.
Traditionally, Pt electrodes have been used for H2
production by the electrolysis of water. However,
the use of Pt in photoelectrochemical studies
has only recently been reported (2–8). These
include investigations of the photoelectrochemical
behaviour of platinum/titanium dioxide (Pt/TiO2)
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nanocomposite thin film electrodes (2, 3, 5, 6), as well
as reports on the role of Pt in dye-sensitised solar cells
(4), in the formation of metal hydrides (7) and in the
photocatalytic degradation of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene
(TNT) (8). Other studies have used modified Pt
electrodes with chlorophyll liquid crystals for
photosynthesis (9), with mercury(II) sulfide (10) in
photodegradation applications, and to enhance the
activity of H2 production and the dechlorination of
tetrachloromethane (CCl4) (11).
The [Fe(CN)6]4–/[Fe(CN)6]3– aqueous system is
used to capture energy from solar radiation by the
formation of hydrated electrons. Hydrated electrons
can play an important role in the photodissociation of
water through Reactions (i)–(iii):
[Fe(CN)6]4– + h  [Fe(CN)6]3– + e–aq

(i)

e–aq + e–aq  H2 + 2OH–

(ii)

2[Fe(CN)6]4– + 2h  2[Fe(CN)6]3– + H2 + 2OH– (iii)
[Fe(CN)6]4– undergoes photooxidation to [Fe(CN)6]3–
as shown in Reaction (i) (12). The molecular orbital
structure of [Fe(CN)6]4– allows electronic transitions
under the photo-excitation condition. This will
produce hydrated electrons that react according to
Reaction (ii), with a rate constant k ≈ 1 × 1010 M–1 sec–1
(13). The overall reaction is shown in Reaction (iii).
The disadvantage of a homogeneous process for
H2 production is its irreversibility, as indicated by
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Reaction (i). Because [Fe(CN)6]4– is the photoactive
agent that captures the visible light, it is important
that [Fe(CN)6]4– be regenerated in order to create
the conditions for a reversible process. The perfect
conditions could be reached if the rate of reduction
of [Fe(CN)6]3– were closer to the rate of formation of
hydrated electrons from [Fe(CN)6]4–.
One of the ways to achieve this goal is through
the use of a semiconductor system which acts as
an electron donor and reduces [Fe(CN)6]3– back to
[Fe(CN)6]4–, as illustrated in Reaction (iv):
2[Fe(CN)6]3– + (e/h) (from SC)  2[Fe(CN)6]4– (iv)
in which e/h is the electron/hole pair and SC is the
semiconductor.
Previous studies have used semiconductor particles
as a major means of photon capture and conversion
through heterogeneous charge transfer processes at
the particle/electrolyte interface (14–16). Some of the
problems associated with this method are electron/
hole recombination and possible side reactions.
An alternative approach is to use electrochemical
reduction in which the potential of a Pt electrode
is fixed at the reduction potential of aqueous
[Fe(CN)6]3– using an external electromotive force
(EMF) source. Although the kinetics of the reduction
of [Fe(CN)6]3– on a Pt electrode are fast and effective,
the disadvantage of the electroreduction method
is the need to use an external EMF source. However,
this disadvantage can be overcome if the external

© 2012 Johnson Matthey
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EMF source is operating using photovoltaic solar cells
(Figure 2).
In this paper, the electrochemical behaviour of Pt
as a regenerator electrode (cathode) to ensure full
reversibility of Reaction (i) is investigated in aqueous
pH 6 phosphate buffer containing 0.02 M [Fe(CN)6]4–
in the absence and presence of colloidal cadmium
sulfide (CdS) or titanium dioxide/vanadium(V) oxide
(TiO2/V2O5) (1:1) nanoparticles.The current generated
by the Pt regenerator electrode under illumination will
be used to examine the usefulness of Pt as an effective
working electrode in photoelectrochemical studies.
Experimental
All the reagents were of analytical grade. All of the
solutions were prepared using deionised water, unless
otherwise stated.
All electrochemical experiments were carried
out using a conventional three-electrode cell with
Pt wire as a counter electrode, silver/silver chloride
(Ag/AgCl) as a reference electrode, and Pt gauze as
working electrode. A BAS 100W Electrochemical
Analyzer (Bioanalytical Systems, Inc, USA) was used
to perform the electrochemical studies. Steady state
reflectance spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu
UV-2101 PC spectrophotometer (Shimadzu Corp,
USA). An Olympus BX-FLA reflected light fluorescence

•Platinum Metals Rev., 2012, 56, (4)•

microscope (Olympus Corp, Japan) working with
polarised light at a wavelength range between 330 nm
and 550 nm was used to ensure that the diameter of
the colloidal nanoparticles did not exceed 200 nm. For
this study H2 gas was detected using a HY-ALERTA™
500 Handheld Hydrogen Leak Detector (H2scan, USA).
Quantitative determination of H2 and confirmation of
the stoichiometry of Reaction (iii) has been previously
accomplished (12).
The electrolysis cell was a 120 ml one-compartment
Pyrex cell with a quartz window facing the irradiation
source. A 10 cm2 Pt gauze cylinder was used as the
regenerator electrode. Aqueous suspensions were
stirred with a magnetic stirrer during the measurements.
The cell design is displayed in Figure 2. An Ag/
AgCl/Cl– reference electrode was also fitted into this
compartment. A 10 cm2 Pt counter electrode was
housed in a glass cylinder sealed at one end with a
fine porosity glass frit.The pH was adjusted by addition
of either 1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or 1 M nitric
acid (HNO3). The external EMF used in this study was
supplied by a traditional potentiostat in place of the
photovoltaic generator and light-powered potentiostat
indicated in Figure 2.
Irradiations were performed with a solar simulator
300 W xenon lamp (Newport Corp, USA) with an
infrared (IR) filter. Light was focused on the cell

Working electrode

Light powered potentiostat
Reference electrode

Counter electrode

Gas outlet
H2
Solar simulator

Cell glass body

Photovoltaic
generator
Fig. 2. Diagram of a photolysis cell
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Results and Discussion
Effect of Pretreatment of Platinum Electrode
The Pt electrode was cleaned before use with 1:1
HNO3, rinsed with deionised water, dried, and heated
at 1100ºC for 3 minutes. The activation of the Pt
electrode was tested by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in
0.2 M sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and the H2 reduction peak
was identified in the generated CV trace. Pt electrodes
treated this way gave the greatest reduction current
during the photolysis of 0.2 M [Fe(CN)6]4– under the
selected conditions.
Aqueous System for Hydrogen Production
Using Photolysis
Two factors were used to overcome the irreversibility
of Reaction (i) and to regenerate [Fe(CN)6]4–:
(a) use of a suspension of semiconductor
nanoparticles; and
(b) fixing the potential of the Pt regenerating
electrode at 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl/Cl–.
Both the Pt electrode and the semiconductor
nanoparticles serve as electron donors to reduce
[Fe(CN)6]3– back to [Fe(CN)6]4–.
Reaction (i) was assumed to be fully reversible at the
Pt electrode surface at pH 6 since photodecomposition
of [Fe(CN)6]3– at pH 6 is highly unlikely (17, 18).
Photodecomposition of [Fe(CN)6]3– may take place at
pH > 10 (17) under several hours of illumination with
ultraviolet (UV) light (18). The stability of [Fe(CN)6]3–
was confirmed by tracing the changes in [Fe(CN)6]3–
concentration using differential pulse voltammetry
(DPV) during 2 hours of illumination.
Electrochemical Behaviour of Platinum
Electrode in Phosphate Buffer at Different pHs
Because one of the products of photochemical
Reaction (iii) is OH–, this reaction is pH dependent.
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This also suggests that pH < 7 would be suitable to shift
the equilibrium of the reaction to favour H2 production.
However, an important factor should be considered
in choosing a suitable electrode for reduction of
[Fe(CN)6]3–. It is important that the electrode must be
in a pure state and that no oxides will be formed on the
surface that could affect the kinetics of the reduction
process. The Pourbaix diagram (1) for platinum/water
at 25ºC, displayed in Figure 1, indicates that Pt is not
subject to corrosion and is in its pure form within the
potential range of –0.1 to 0.3 V vs. standard hydrogen
electrode (SHE) at pH 6. This range is narrowed as pH
increases (Figure 1, shaded zone A). Furthermore,
it was found that at pH less than 6, K4[Fe(CN)6] will
form a green compound known as Berlin green
(BG) or ferric ferricyanide Fe[Fe(CN)6]. This product
formation limits the pH range for the study to pH ≥ 6.
Reduction currents were recorded during the
photolysis of aqueous K4[Fe(CN)6] in phosphate
buffer at different pH values, using a Pt electrode. The
results are displayed in Figure 3. It can be noticed
that a drop in the reduction current occurs at pH
values greater than 6. This can be attributed to the
fact that K4[Fe(CN)6], under photolysis conditions, is
pH sensitive. For these reasons, photolysis of aqueous
K4[Fe(CN)6] in the presence of CdS or TiO2/V2O5
nanoparticles was conducted at pH 6.

8.0

pH 6
Off

6.4
Photocurrent, mA

window using a metal cylinder 5 cm in diameter, and
15 cm long. The cell position was adjusted to allow
full illumination of the 100 ml suspension. Photolysis
of [Fe(CN)6]4– generated hydrated electrons and
[Fe(CN)6]3–. The potential of the working electrode
was fixed at 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, which was 100 mV more
negative than the reduction potential of [Fe(CN)6]3– to
guarantee full reduction of ferricyanide. The current
due to the reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3– collected by the
working electrode during the photolysis process is a
measure of photocurrent. Photocurrent-time curves
were obtained using a BAS 100W Electrochemical
Analyzer.

4.8
3.2
pH 7
Off

1.6
On
0

On
1

pH 7.5
Off
On

1
2
1
2
Time, seconds × 103

pH 8
1

Fig. 3. Effect of pH on the reduction current recorded
by the Pt working electrode
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Comparison of Electrochemical Behaviour
of Platinum Electrode in Heterogeneous and
Homogeneous Systems
Nanoparticles in the suspension system used in
these studies cannot be subject to the traditional
classification of semiconductors as n- or p-types.
This is because, in isolated nanoparticle suspensions,
neither the hole nor the electron can be collected and
transferred through conductors to outside donors or
acceptors. Instead, they act as a ‘nano cell’. Charge
separation can be achieved either by neutralising the
positive holes (h) using hole scavengers such as multicharged anions, or by capturing one or more electrons
using appropriate Lewis acids. The kinetics of each
process will determine which process predominates.
The reduction current was recorded for the
Pt electrode during the photolysis of aqueous
K4[Fe(CN)6] in the presence of CdS or TiO2/V2O5
nanoparticles at pH 6. The results are displayed in
Figure 4. Figures 4 and 5 show that:
 Photolysis of a homogeneous solution of
[Fe(CN)6]4– reaches a peak current greater than
that recorded in the heterogeneous system (peak
of section A and peak of section B in Figure 4).
 Photolysis of a homogeneous solution generates
a very short plateau, while the photolysis of a
heterogeneous suspension containing [Fe(CN)6]4–
(in the presence of semiconductor nanoparticles)
produces a longer plateau (Figure 5).

(a)

(c)

(b)

B

CdS

B
1.2 mA
B

1 2 3

A
1 2 3 4

A
1 2 3

Time, seconds × 103
Fig. 4. Photoelectrochemical response of the
platinum working electrode during the photolysis of
20 mM K4[Fe(CN)6] in 0.2 M phosphate buffer at pH
6: (a) homogeneous solution only; (b) in presence of
CdS colloidal nanoparticles; (c) in presence of TiO2/
V2O5 (1:1) colloidal nanoparticles. Points A and B
refer to illumination and dark, respectively
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(b)

Dark

(c)
1.0 mA
Dark

Light

0

Dark

A B

A
C

Light

1

0

Light

C
1

2

A B

0

1

C
2

Time, seconds × 103
Fig. 5. Diagram illustrating the portions of the
current-time plots for photolysis of 20 mM
K4[Fe(CN)6] in 0.2 M phosphate buffer at pH 6:
(a) homogeneous system; (b) heterogeneous system
with steady adsorption/desorption equilibrium;
(c) heterogeneous system without steady adsorption/
desorption equilibrium. The areas labelled A
represent direct reduction of [Fe(CN)6]3– generated
without adsorption; the areas labelled B represent
direct reduction of form due to adsorption; and the
areas labelled C represent dark current

The smaller peak height in the heterogeneous
system than in the homogeneous system can be
explained as follows. When oxide nanoparticles are
added to [Fe(CN)6]4– solutions, Reaction (v) takes
place:
Mz+ (solubility equilibrium) + [Fe(CN)6]4–
 M{[Fe(CN)6]4–z}(s) (v)

0.5 mA

A

(a)

where M is Cd, Ti or V and z is the charge on M.
M{[Fe(CN)6]4–z}(s) will stabilise the surface
against photodegradation (19, 20). Calculations
based on particle size (100 nm radius), CdS and
TiO2 lattice parameters, and the stoichiometry of
Reaction (v) indicate that the amount of [Fe(CN)6]4–
consumed in Reaction (v) is less that 0.06% of its
original concentration of 20.0 mM l–1. Following
this, [Fe(CN)6]4–/3– (the product of Reaction (i)) is
adsorbed on the surface of the nanoparticles (21–23).
Adsorption decreases the amount of [Fe(CN)6]4–
oxidised in Reaction (i), while adsorption of
[Fe(CN)6]3– reduces the amount of free [Fe(CN)6]3–
that can reach the Pt regenerator electrode. In both
cases the recorded reduction current will be less
than that reported in the homogeneous system.
However, under illumination all of the [Fe(CN)6]4–
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will be oxidised to [Fe(CN)6]3– and the surface of the
nanoparticles will be covered only with [Fe(CN)6]3–.
This amount of [Fe(CN)6]3– will be identified from
now on as {[Fe(CN)6]3–}ads. This adsorbed ferricyanide
will be photochemically reduced at the nanoparticle
surface.
The very small amount of [Fe(CN)6]4– consumed
in making the insoluble layer (<0.05%) suggests that
adsorption phenomena are the main factors that
explain why the reduction current recorded by the Pt
regenerator electrode in the presence of nanoparticles
is lower than that observed in the homogeneous
solution.
The relatively high concentration of the dihydrogen
phosphate anion (H2PO4–) (0.2 M) in comparison
with that of [Fe(CN)6]4– (0.02 M) causes H2PO4– to
be the major adsorbed species on the surface of the
nanoparticles. The following mechanism is suggested
for the photochemical reduction that leads to the
reversibility of Reaction (i):
[Fe(CN)6]4– + h  [Fe(CN)6]3– + e–aq

(i)

First the [Fe(CN)6]3– is adsorbed onto the
semiconductor nanoparticles surface, Reaction (vi):
[Fe(CN)6]3– + SC nanoparticles
 {[Fe(CN)6]3–}ads

(vi)

H2PO4– then acts as a hole scavenger and undergoes
photooxidation to H2PO4* (24), as in Reaction (vii):
SC (e/h) + H2PO4–  H2PO4* + e (conduction band)
(vii)
where e are electrons in the conduction band and h
are holes in the valence band (Figure 6). Reaction
(vii) is based on the fact that the calculated hole
barrier heights (25) for the semiconductors used in
this study range between 0.25 and 0.45 eV and are
much smaller than the electron barrier heights. This
suggests that hole transfer preferentially oxidises
H2PO4–, most likely due to its higher concentration
compared to the [Fe(CN)6]4– anion.
{[Fe(CN)6]3–}ads is then reduced to {[Fe(CN)6]4– }ads
according to Reaction (viii):
{[Fe(CN)6]3–}ads + e (conduction band)
 {[Fe(CN)6]4–}ads (viii)
{[Fe(CN)6]4– }ads is desorbed, Reaction (ix):
{[Fe(CN)6]4–}ads  {[Fe(CN)6]4–}desorb

(ix)

The free {[Fe(CN)6]4–}desorb can then return to
Reaction (i) to be photooxidised in homogeneous
solution.
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EC

e–

[Fe(CN)6]3–

EV
H2PO4–
Fig. 6. Energy map for conduction (EC) and valence
(EV) bands relative to the [Fe(CN)6]3– energy band
The portion of [Fe(CN)6]3– generated by Reaction
(i) and not adsorbed in Reaction (vi) and that reaches
the Pt electrode to be reduced back is represented
by the areas labelled A in Figure 5. The difference
between area A in Figure 5(a) and the equivalent
areas in Figures 5(b) and 5(c) represents the amount
of adsorbed [Fe(CN)6]3– on the semiconductor
nanoparticle surfaces. It can be concluded that the
areas labelled A in Figures 4 and 5 directly reflect the
behaviour of the Pt generator electrode in the absence
of semiconductor interference.
Electrochemical Behaviour of Platinum
Electrode in the Presence of Semiconductor
Nanoparticles
The plateaus in Figures 4(b) and 4(c) and the
areas labelled B in Figures 5(b) and 5(c) represent
the outcome of the above mechanism, and reflect
the behaviour of the Pt regenerator electrode in
the presence of semiconductor nanoparticles.
These features also explain how the semiconductor
nanoparticles made the reversibility of Reaction (i)
possible. It is worth noting that the plateau current
is either constant (as in Figure 4(b)) or slightly
decreases with time (as in Figure 4(c)). This can
be explained using Figure 5. Less adsorption will
generate a lower drop in the peak reduction current
reported for the Pt electrode (Figure 5(a)).The steady,
constant reduction current at the plateau (Figure
5(b)) reflects an efficient reversible adsorption/
desorption process (19, 23) at the semiconductor
nanoparticle surfaces.
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The slight decrease in the plateau shown in
Figure 4(c) reflects less [Fe(CN)6]3– reaching the Pt
regenerator electrode. This can be attributed to the
formation of Prussian blue-type insoluble compounds
Ti x[Fe(CN)6]y and possibly Vx[Fe(CN)6]y (20). These
compounds will change the surface conditions and
enhance the adsorption of [Fe(CN)6]3– thereby
decreasing the amount that reaches the Pt electrode.
Withholding more [Fe(CN)6]3– also indicates lack
of equilibrium at the TiO2/V2O5 semiconductor
nanoparticle surfaces. The steady constant slope
plateau in Figure 4(b) reflects the establishment
of equilibrium at the CdS/Cd[Fe(CN)6] surface. The
areas labelled B in Figure 5 not only illustrate the
extent of photon capture by the semiconductor
nanoparticles during illumination, but also the
efficiency of the semiconductor nanoparticles in
cycling Reaction (i).
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Dark Current
The behaviour of the Pt regenerator electrode in the
absence of light can be explained by investigation
of the areas labelled C in Figure 5, which represent
electrochemical reduction current in the absence of
light (dark current). In both the homogeneous and
the heterogeneous systems studied in this work, the
electrochemical reduction currents were expected
to drop to zero in the dark. However this drop was
not observed, as Figure 4 illustrates. The reported
electrochemical reduction current in the dark for the
homogeneous phase of the system can be attributed
to the radial diffusion of [Fe(CN)6]3– in the cylindrical
zone of the Pt gauze electrode (Figure 2). The shape
of the working electrode disrupts the continuity of
the stirring effects. This makes the diffusion within the
cylindrical shape an important factor for the reduction
current.
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Conclusion
The electrochemical reduction current recorded for
the Pt regenerator electrode during the photolysis of
aqueous solutions of ferrocyanide in suspensions of
semiconductor nanoparticles of CdS or TiO2/V2O5
clearly indicates the usefulness of Pt as a regenerator
electrode in water photolysis. When a reaction that
can take place in a photoelectrochemical process
has a redox potential within the potential range under
which Pt is in its pure state, reliable results can be
produced. Platinum is also expected to give better
results over a wider range of conditions than gold, on
the basis of its Pourbaix diagram.
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The fourth Novel Chiral Chemistries Japan (NCCJapan)
Conference and Exhibition was held in Tokyo, Japan,
on 15th and 16th March 2012 (1).The previous meeting
had been held in 2009 (2). This meeting had been
originally scheduled for April 2011, but the natural
disaster just prior led to the meeting being postponed
for almost a year. All the meetings in the series have
followed a similar format, with keynote addresses
and supporting lectures, although this time there
were some short company presentations. Professor
Takao Ikariya (Tokyo Institute of Technology, Japan)
and his team, in particular Kyoko Suzuki, once again
did an excellent job to ensure that the conference
ran smoothly. There was an exciting mix of speakers
from both academia and industry across the world.
There were around 100 attendees, with the majority
being from Japan. There were also exhibitions from 18
Japanese and multinational companies with products
relating to chiral chemistry.
Keynote Presentations
The first keynote was presented by Professor Masahiro
Terada (Tohoku University, Japan) on enantioselective
carbon–carbon bond forming reactions catalysed
by chiral phosphonic acids, mainly derived from
3,3-disubstituted 2,2-bisnaphthols. The reactions
discussed included hetero-Diels Alder reactions and
condensations of vinyl ethers with azlactones to form
-alkoxy -amido esters.
The first day closed with the second keynote
address from Professor Kiyoshi Tomioka (Doshisha
Women’s College of Liberal Arts, Japan). The first part
of the lecture discussed additions of organometallic
reagents to imines. Reagents included organolithium,
zinc and Grignards. However, high yields and
enantioselectivites were observed for the use of
arylboroxines with aryl imine in the presence of
a chiral ligand and a rhodium precursor to form
phosphinic amides (Scheme I). The final part of the
lecture returned to the additions of lithiated amines
to alkenes.
The final keynote address closed the conference
and was delivered by Professor Pher Andersson
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Scheme I. Preparation of chiral phosphinic amides by imine addition
(University
of
Uppsala,
Sweden).
Iridiumbased catalysts can be used for the asymmetric
hydrogenation of unfunctionalised alkenes. The
lecture covered the development of new ligand
classes and their use in the asymmetric hydrogenation
of enol ethers, vinyl trifluoromethyl compounds,
vinyl phosphonates, homoallylic sulfones, as well as
other classes of substrates. The use of some of the
hydrogenation products was illustrated by performing
further transformations on them. For example, Birch
reduction of a 1,3-disubstituted benzene followed by
asymmetric hydrogenation gave good control over the
stereochemistry in the 1,3-disubstituted cyclohexane.
One of the substituents can also be a functional
group, as in methoxy, which can then be converted to
a ketone by hydrolysis of the intermediate enol ether
(Scheme II).
Asymmetric Catalysis
The invited lectures covered a wide range of topics
and techniques associated with chiral chemistry.
Joël Turconi (Sanofi-Aventis, France) and Tohru
Yokozawa (Takasago International Corporation,

OMe

R1

Li
NH3

Japan) gave interrelated talks. The Sanofi project is
to make artemisinin, 1, by a semi-synthetic route with
artemisinic acid, 2, being made by fermentation. The
artemisinin will be used to combat malaria in poor
countries.The first step in the conversion of 2 to 1 is an
asymmetric hydrogenation. The key step is cyclisation
of a carbonate by a photochemical reaction, which is
a challenge at larger scales.The Takasago contribution
was to screen suitable ligands and conditions to
maximise the yield of the monoalkene 3. RuCl2[(R)DTBM-SEGPHOS](DMF)n was the catalyst of choice.
Scott Frank (Eli Lilly & Co, USA) described a
commercial application of a direct asymmetric
reductive amination (DARA) reaction. This reaction
was the key step in the synthesis of evacetrapib, 4, a
cholesterol ester transfer protein inhibitor candidate.
The use of the ketal 5 allowed for a faster reaction
in the imine formation step (Scheme III). This also
allowed for the imine formation and reduction to be
performed concurrently. The catalyst system of choice
was Ir with Xyl-BINAP.
Professor Xumu Zhang (Rutgers, The State
University of New Jersey, USA) provided some

Ph Ph
P
Ir(COD)
N
Ph
N

OMe

R1

OMe
H3O+

H2, CH2Cl2

R1

O

R1

ee >97%
Scheme II. Preparation of 2,5-disubstituted cyclohexanones from trisubstituted benzenes
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examples where his catalyst systems have been
applied to the synthesis of chiral intermediates for
use in pharmaceuticals. The illustrations included
the use of rhodium-DuanPhos in the manufacture
of monomethyl amino alcohol (MMAA) 6, an
intermediate for duloxetine; Rh-TangPhos to prepare
the -amino acid moiety of sitagliptin; and DuanPhos
for the manufacture of the -amino acid intermediate
that becomes the bicyclic part of ramipril. As well as
C=C hydrogenations, ketone reductions also play a
key role in pharmaceutical intermediate syntheses.
Examples of this were provided by the use of Ru-C3TunePhos for the reduction of methyl acetoacetate
and its subsequent incorporation into dorzolamide
and the reduction of 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)
acetophenone with RuCl2[(S)-Xyl-C3*-TunePhos]
[(S)-DAIPEN] in the synthesis of aprepitant.
O

N

PAr2

O
3

2

O

Professor Ilya Gridnev (Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Japan) discussed the mechanisms of enantioselective
reactions with bifunctional Ru and Ir catalysts, such as
7 and 8.The reactions discussed included the addition
of malonates to enones in a Michael reaction and the
addition of aryl cyanomalonates to azodicarboxylates
and butynedicarboxylates. The catalysts have to be
very active to overcome the background reactions,
which lead to racemic products.
Kenichiro Miyazawa (Daicel Corporation, Japan)
gave the next presentation on the use of supercritical
fluid chromatography (SFC) and how this can be used
for preparative separations.
The next presentation was from Rocco Paciello
(BASF AG, Germany) and described the new L-menthol
process that employs an asymmetric hydrogenation.
The starting material is cis-citral (Scheme IV). The
OMe

MeO
(i) MeOH, Amberlyst 15
HC(OMe)3
(ii) heptane recrystallisation

CO2Me

(S)-Xyl-BINAP, Ir2Cl2(COD)2
N
CO2Me
5

N N
N
N

NH

CSA, NBu4I, toluene, H2 (500 psig)
NN
N
N NH2
N N
N
N

CF3
N
CF3

N
CO2Me
CSA = camphorsulfonic acid

N

4

CO2Me

Scheme III. Imine reduction in the synthesis of evacetrapib
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Rh4(CO)12, Chiraphos
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O
D-Citronellal
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OH
L-Isopulegol
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L-Menthol

Ph2P
PPh2
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Scheme IV. BASF method for the synthesis of L-menthol

first step is an asymmetric hydrogenation and after
screening many catalysis systems, Rh-Chiraphos was
found to be the best system if carbon monoxide is
added to the hydrogen stream. The method has been
adapted to a continuous process.The other steps in the
process were not discussed. BASF expects the plant to
be online in 2012 (3).
The second day started with a presentation by
Professor Shigeki Matsunaga (University of Tokyo,
Japan) on dinuclear Schiff base complexes as
bifunctional catalysts. A wide variety of transformations
were discussed but the common theme was additions
to imines and aziridines with catalysts containing two
metals, and the use of nickel, as in 9, circumventing the
need for a rare earth metal.
David Ager (DSM Innovative Synthesis BV, USA)
gave a number of examples for the asymmetric
synthesis of amines with screening for appropriate
catalysts being a key contribution. For the reduction
of the enamine 10, the phosphite 11 was found to
be superior to the usual phosphoramidites used by

N

N

Ni
O
O

O
Ni
9
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DSM. The use of the ligand class 12 with Ir gave good
asymmetric induction with the imine 13. The final
example was for a greener route to the amino acid 14,
where the aryl–nitrogen bond is formed by a coppercatalysed reaction with the stereogenic centre being
introduced by an enzymatic reaction prior to the
cyclisation step.
Yongkui Sun (Merck & Co, Inc, USA) described
how collaborations might lead to useful solutions to
problems. The first example was the reduction of keto
imines without the need for N-protection, where for
aryl alkyl examples Ir-(f-binaphane) was found to be
the best catalyst. For diarylimines, Ir was also the metal
of choice with the MonoPhos ligand 15 being the
choice in the case of the imine 16. The last example
was for a reductive intramolecular cyclisation with
Ru(TsDPEN)-based catalysts where the carbon
dioxide formed was found to play a significant role in
the reaction kinetics.
Professor Katsuhiko Tomooka (Kyushu University,
Japan) discussed his work on planar chiral
heterocycles where the ring conformation is the
source of the asymmetry. Karen Holt-Tiffin (Chirotech
Technology Ltd, Dr Reddy’s, Custom Pharmaceutical
Services, UK) described a coupled enzymatic approach
to -amino acids.
Noboru Sayo (Takasago International Corporation,
Japan) started by describing the conversion of a -keto
ester to a -amino aster by a reductive amination with
Ru(DM-SegPhos).The main emphasis of the presentation
was on the use of Ru-MACHO for the reduction of esters
to alcohols. RUCY is a family of Ru catalysts based on
BINAP, which are superior for the asymmetric reduction
of acetophenone derivatives. The final example was
with DENEB as an oxo-tethered Ru(II) complex,
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which performs the same transformation but under
transfer hydrogenation conditions; the reactivity is at a
maximum when the tether length is four atoms.
Professor John Blacker (University of Leeds, UK)
discussed how the formation of CO can affect the reaction
kinetics of a cyclic imine with RhClCp*[(R,R)-TsDPEN]
as catalyst. The use of IrCp*TsDPEN showed a loss
of enantioselectivity as the reaction was left, due
to racemisation of the product under the reaction
conditions. This led to the development of the SCRAM
catalyst [Cp*IrI2]2 for the racemisation of amines, which
can be useful when coupled with resolution methods
such as an enzymatic transformation or crystallisation.
The SCRAM catalyst can also be used for the alkylation of
amines with alcohols in water. The alcohol is converted
to the aldehyde and then the intermediate imine is

P

CO2H

reduced with the ‘borrowed’ hydrogen. Amines can also
be used as the alkyl group donors.
In the company presentations, which were
distributed amongst the main programme, Masahito
Watanabe (Kanto Chemical Co, Inc, Japan) described
the use of the Ir complexes 17 and 18 for reductive
aminations. For primary amines, ammonium formate
can be used as the nitrogen and hydrogen source,
while for the preparation of secondary and tertiary
amines, the corresponding amine is used to prepare
an intermediate imine and formic acid is used as the
hydrogen source.
Takeshi Inoue (Tokyo Chemical Industry Co,
Ltd, Japan) described a new chiral separation
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
column based on polymaleimide. Yukio Dobashi

O
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O
P

P

N
Ph
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Cl

NH2Cl
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(Nippon Shokubai Co, Ltd, Japan) described how
mandelic acid is made from benzaldehyde using
hydroxynitrilase.
Concluding Remarks
As with the other meetings in this series, NCCJapan
2012 was held just before CPhI Japan, allowing
participants to attend both. This latter meeting had
also been postponed from 2011 due to the earthquake.
The participants of NCCJapan 2012 were given an
experience of this with two earthquakes occurring
over the days when the meeting was held.
There was sufficient time between lectures and
at the banquet to allow for interaction between the
participants, exhibitors and speakers. As noted above,
a wide variety of methodology was covered, but there
was a strong emphasis on the use of transition metal
catalysis, and in particular the use of platinum group
metal-based systems with phosphine ligands. We look
forward to the fifth conference in this series.
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Introduction
Heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenations are important
reactions that find wide industrial application in
the production of pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals,
fine chemicals, flavours, fragrances and dietary
supplements. The reactions are generally highly
selective and easy to work up, the catalyst can often be
recovered and recycled, and the processes are atom
efficient. It is therefore no surprise that somewhere
between 10–20% of the reactions used to produce
chemicals today are catalytic hydrogenations. Despite
the importance of the technique, and mainly because
of its multidisciplinary nature, development chemists
and engineers have a hard time finding training on
this highly specialised subject.
Scientific Update has filled this gap with a training
course run for the first time on the 16th and 17th of
April 2012, in Brussels, Belgium (1). Attended by 35
scientists from 10 European countries and the USA,
representing 27 chemical companies and research
institutions, the course was an extensive scientific
overview of heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation,
but also touched on engineering, safety and economic
topics.
The tutor was Felix Roessler, a catalysis expert
who during his long career has worked at Roche
and DSM, was honoured twice with the Sandmeyer
Award granted by the Swiss Chemical Society (2),
has authored 18 publications or monographs and
holds 4 patents. He currently works as an independent
consultant.
Herein I will provide a flavour of the topics that were
presented at the course.
Surfaces
Many processes that involve the exchange of material,
energy or even information happen through surfaces.
Natural selection has helped living organisms to come
up with efficient solutions to the problem of gathering
energy and nutrients, systems often based on high
surface areas, as for example broad leaves where
photosynthesis takes place, or the wrinkled and folded
tissue of the small intestine.
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Technological applications also take advantage of
the properties of surfaces, for instance solar cells, heat
exchangers, microchips and of course heterogeneous
catalysis whereby a chemical reaction takes place on
the surface of a metal at the interface between a solid
phase (the catalyst) and a liquid or gaseous phase
(the reaction medium).
Most of the metals used in heterogeneous catalysis
are organised in a face-centred cubic (fcc) tightly
packed crystal structure in which each atom has a
maximum of 12 nearest neighbours (Figure 1). The
metal atoms at the surface are the only ones presenting
vacancies where the reactants can bind. For this
reason a catalyst made in such a way that the metal
particles are highly dispersed on a porous support
with high surface area generally has higher activity. As
an example palladium on carbon support has higher
activity than palladium supported on graphite. At the
microscopic level the surface of a catalyst is an irregular
and dynamic structure in which the metal particles can
be rearranged by interaction with the reaction medium.
The adsorption of chemicals onto the catalyst
surface takes place in two stages: physisorption
characterised by weak forces (van der Waals) and
chemisorption that involves the formation of chemical
bonds. Chemisorption can be associative, meaning
that the adsorbate maintains intact its chemical
structure (for example, in the case of alkenes adsorbed
onto platinum on carbon), or dissociative, when by
binding to the metal the structure of the adsorbate is

fragmented (as in the case of hydrogen adsorbed onto
platinum on carbon).
Types of Heterogeneous Catalysts
The properties required for a heterogeneous
catalyst are:
(a) high activity;
(b) high selectivity;
(c) fast filtration rate; and
(d) recycle capability.
Activity and selectivity are greatly dependent on
the choice of metal. This influences the strength
of adsorption of reactants, the rate of desorption
of reaction products and the rate of chemical
transformations. The metals most frequently used in
heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation are palladium,
platinum, rhodium, nickel, cobalt and ruthenium. More
rarely iridium, copper and rhenium find applications.
Figure 2 (3) illustrates how the product of a reaction
can vary depending on the choice of metal catalyst.
Heterogeneous catalysts may be unsupported or
supported. Examples of unsupported catalysts include
Raney nickel or cobalt. These are made by chemically
dissolving the aluminium out of nickel-aluminium or
cobalt-aluminium alloys and they are used for the
reduction of carbonyl functions, nitriles and oximes.
In supported catalysts, the metal is deposited on an
inert material such as carbon, graphite, alumina or
inorganic salts. They find a vast range of applications
according to the metal used. Supported palladium

Fig. 1. The fcc unit
cell. This structure is
exhibited by platinum,
palladium, rhodium and
iridium

O

H
H22
Cu
/ Al22OO33
Cu/Al

O

H22
H

O

Pd
/ Al22O
O33
Pd/Al

Fig. 2. Divergent outcomes in the hydrogenation of cis-jasmone when catalysed by copper or palladium (3)
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catalysts are used for the reduction of carbon-carbon
multiple bonds, multiple bond isomerisation and
hydrogenolyses. Supported platinum is used for
carbon-carbon and carbon-heteroatom double bonds;
rhodium for the reduction of aromatic systems; and
ruthenium for the reduction of aromatic, carbonyl and
carboxylic acids.
Supported catalysts present advantages such as
easy separation from the reaction medium and more
effective use of the metal surface, as the metal is
generally deposited as nanoparticles (between 1 to 10 nm
in diameter). Its interaction with the support can also
influence the properties of the catalyst, as well as
providing stabilisation against particle conglomeration.
The metal can just decorate the surface of the support
or it can reach inside the micropores; depending on
the mode of distribution, catalysts can thereby be
classified as eggshell, uniform or intermediate.The rate
of reaction with an ‘eggshell’ catalyst responds linearly
to changes of hydrogen pressure, while uniform
catalysts require higher pressure to overcome pore
diffusion limitations (Figure 3), although they usually
provide better selectivities.
The metal may be present in oxidic or reduced form,
depending on the method of catalyst preparation.
Oxidic type catalysts are reduced in situ and therefore
frequently show an induction period. They are best
suited for hydrogenolyses but they are also prone to
metal leaching with consequent colloid formation.
Kinetics and Thermodynamics
The observed rate of heterogeneous catalytic
hydrogenations is affected by a combination of factors:
(a) the mass transport of reactants through the gas/
liquid interface;
(b) the liquid bulk and liquid/solid interface;

(c) adsorption or desorption of reactants on the
catalyst surface; and
(d) the intrinsic rate of the chemical reactions.
Given the catalysed hydrogenation of a generic
substrate A:
A + H2  AH2
A simple equation of the rate of the rate of reaction
based on Langmuir model of adsorption (4) is the
following (i):
r = mcat k KA pA KH pH / (1 + KA pA + KH pH +
KAH2 pAH2)2

(i)

where r is the rate of reaction, mcat is the mass of
the catalyst, k is the reaction rate constant, Ki is the
adsorption constant of component i and p is the
concentration (or partial pressure) of the adsorbate.
Mass transport limitation (i.e. the transport of
hydrogen from gas to liquid phase) can have a negative
effect on reaction selectivity and can become an
important factor when stirring is inefficient or when
catalyst activity or loading are high. In such cases the
observed rate will only depend on the concentration
of hydrogen and can be described by Equation (ii):
r = kla (pH2g – pH2l)

(ii)

where r is as defined above, and pH2g and pH2l are the
concentration of hydrogen in the gas and liquid phase
respectively. The constant kla (volumetric mass transfer
coefficient) is an important parameter that is often
calculated to estimate the efficiency of hydrogenation
equipment. It varies hugely with reaction scale, ranging
typically from 2.1 s–1 for a 1 litre vessel to 0.05 s–1 for
a 24,000 litre reactor. As a consequence, the bigger the
scale the harder it becomes to set up a process outside
the boundaries of the mass transport limitation.

Uniform
Intermediate

Fig. 3. Influence of hydrogen
pressure on the hydrogenation
rate for eggshell, intermediate
and uniform catalysts

Activity

Eggshell

Pressure, PH2
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Hydrogenation reactions have enthalpies of 100–500 kJ
mol–1 and are in most cases reversible, nevertheless
a steady pressure of hydrogen is usually all that is
needed to drive them to completion.
Reaction Conditions, Solvents and Additives
In real-world industrial applications, almost every time
a hydrogenation is carried out a problem of selectivity
arises. The desired transformation is often only one
among several possible outcomes, since if multiple
reaction pathways are involved their relative rate will
depend on parameters such as temperature, pressure,
concentration of reagents, amount of catalyst and so
on. Therefore optimisation of the reaction conditions
is required.
In the rhodium-catalysed hydrogenation of nitrochloro-benzenes, higher pressure favours the selective
reduction of the nitro group, while at low pressure the
hydrogenolysis of the carbon-chlorine bond prevails
(5). Hydrogenations form preferentially cis products
(6), although the selectivity can be influenced by
the reaction conditions. Low hydrogen pressure
and high temperature usually bring an increase of
trans products (7, 8), as demonstrated in the case of
a rhodium-catalysed hydrogenation carried out on
disubstituted aromatic compounds (Figure 4).
Solvents are an important but not indispensable
component of heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation.
A liquid substrate can in fact be hydrogenated
without a solvent, although solvents are useful as
they strongly affect the reaction rate and selectivity
and act as heat sinks. Hydrogenation can be carried
out in a variety of solvents, from water to non-polar
organic solvents. The latter are about four times better

OH

at dissolving hydrogen. Hydrogenation reactions
catalysed by platinum group metals may be carried
out in water, alcohols, tetrahydrofuran (THF), ethyl
acetate or more rarely dimethylformamide (DMF),
acetone, ethers or hexane.
Often hydrogenations are carried out in the
presence of additives, such as bases or acids, to
promote a certain outcome. Acids are used to stop
product inhibition in reductions that produce amines
and to minimise dimer formation in nitrile reduction.
Basic additives accelerate the palladium on carbon
catalysed hydrogenolysis of carbon-halogen bonds
and enable the partial hydrogenation of phenols to
cyclohexanones (9). The hydrogenolysis of benzylic
alcohols by palladium on carbon catalysts is
accelerated by acids and supressed by bases.
Reaction Engineering and Safety
Chemical reaction engineering is a multidisciplinary
subject involving concepts of chemistry, chemical
engineering and physics. The establishment of a
viable production process requires careful thinking
from the molecular level up to the scale of the
production plant.
Operations can be carried out in three possible
modes:
(a) batch (all the reagents added at once);
(b) semi-batch (one reactant continuously fed to the
reactor); or
(c) continuous (all reagents and products
continuously fed in or out of the reactor).
The different modes of operation are implemented
using alternative types of reactor. Each has its
advantages and disadvantages. The stirred tank

OH

OH

Rh
catalyst
Rh-catalyst
+ 3H
3 H2

+

CH3

CH3

cis

trans

40

60

140 bar

73

27

303 K

79

21

373 K

62

38

Influence of hydrogen partial pressure: 1 bar

Influence of temperature:
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Fig. 4. Influence
of hydrogen
pressure and
temperature on the
rhodium-catalysed
hydrogenation
of disubstituted
aromatic
compounds
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reactor (used for batch processes) is flexible and
allows for variation of conditions such as pressure
and temperature during the cycle, but the set up time
decreases productivity. The continuous stirred tank
reactor (used for semi-batch processes) is good for
isothermic conditions, but backmixing leads to lower
productivity and in some cases influences selectivity.
Lastly the tubular flow reactor (used for continuous
production) gives potentially the highest productivity,
but produces temperature gradients and may allow
the development of high pressures.
Heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenations are
inherently dangerous processes. Hydrogen forms an
explosive mixture if allowed to come into contact with
air; the catalyst is pyrophoric especially when spent
and can be a potent ignition source; and the reactions
themselves are often highly exothermic. Some of the
measures that allow the chemistry to be performed in
a safe way are:
 to perform a kinetic and thermodynamic study of
the reaction and all possible side-reactions, assess
mass and heat-transport limitation and put in
place efficient means of heat removal;
 to isolate ignition sources;
 to give consideration to semi-batch or continuous
flow working modes to avoid the accumulation of
reagents that could cause runaway reactions;
 to inert the reactor before loading the hydrogen;
 to work at higher than atmospheric pressure; and
 to unload spent catalyst using closed filtration
systems.
Economic Aspects
Heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenations are
generally economically viable processes. Catalyst
can be sent back to the manufacturer after use
for refining and re-manufacturing, allowing the
intrinsic value of the metal to be recovered. This
can be particularly important for precious metalcatalysed processes where the value of the metal
catalyst is high, and recovery can aid the overall
cost effectiveness of the process. The efficiency of
metal recovery during refining varies (Table I) and
some metal losses are inevitable. Manufacturing and
pre-treatment costs are approximately the same for
both base and precious metals.
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Table I
Typical Losses at Refining for Platinum Group
Metals Used as Hydrogenation Catalysts
Metal

Metal losses, %

Pd

2–5

Pt

2–5

Rh

5–10

Ru

10–15

When comparing the cost of heterogeneous
catalytic hydrogenations versus alternative reduction
methods, another consideration is that hydrogen gas
is currently considerably cheaper than hydrogen
deriving from other sources such as hydrides.
Conclusions
The first Heterogeneous Catalytic Hydrogenation course
provided a great deal of information during the two days
of the programme. The course material can additionally
be used at a later time by the attendee as a starting
point to expand on the subjects of interest. This course
will appeal to development scientists and engineers
engaged in heterogeneous catalytic hydrogenation, and
especially to those involved with plant scale processes.
In my opinion it is a greatly welcomed addition to the
training panorama available and I hope it will continue
to be successful in the future. The course will be held
again on 18th–19th March 2013 at The Radisson Blu
Hotel in Nice, France (1).
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The 26th annual Santa Fe Symposium® attracted a
large attendance, with delegates from 16 countries
worldwide, yet again confirming the more optimistic
outlook of the US jewellery industry noted in 2010
and 2011 (1, 2). Held in Albuquerque, New Mexico,
USA, from 20th–23rd May 2012, the Symposium had
a very strong programme of presentations covering
a wider range of topics than usual (3). Platinum and
palladium featured strongly in terms of technical
content and sustained the continuing interest in these
jewellery materials. As has now become practice, the
major sponsors of the conference were given the
opportunity to have a display table in the lobby area
and thus Johnson Matthey New York, Platinum Guild
International and Palladium Alliance International
had a strong presence and their technical brochures
and publications were quickly dispersed.
As usual, the Symposium began with another in
the series: ‘Basic Metallurgy – Part II: Development of
Microstructure through Solidification and Working’
by Chris Corti (COReGOLD Technology Consultancy,
UK) in which the importance and control of fine grain
sizes were discussed.
Platinum
The choice of Pt alloys for jewellery application was
discussed in a thought-provoking presentation by
Grigory Raykhtsaum (Sigmund Cohn Corp, USA)
simply titled ‘Platinum Alloys’. He noted that the
colour of Pt alloys is unique and attractive for jewellery,
with similar CIELAB colour coordinates to that of fine
silver, although a little less bright (L* = 85 vs. 95 for Ag),
whereas white golds tend to have a stronger yellow
component (b* parameter) and often need rhodium
plating.
Raykhtsaum also noted that the current range of
Pt jewellery alloys offers a wide range of mechanical
properties; these were reviewed by Maerz at this
Symposium in 1999 (4). However, the current range
is limited by the requirements for a minimum Pt
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content (in USA) (5) and prevents use of enhanced
mechanical properties available in alloys outside
this narrow compositional range. At times of high
precious metal prices, Raykhtsaum suggested that a
relaxation in Pt content limits may be justified. If that
were the case, then a larger range of alloys could be
considered for jewellery use. His presentation focused
on exploring what alloys might be considered, taken
largely from the literature, and their properties.
Platinum-Platinum Group Metal Alloys
Alloys with the other platinum group metals (pgms)
were considered first. Palladium, iridium and rhodium
are also face-centred cubic (fcc) in crystal structure,
but ruthenium and osmium are hexagonal closepacked (hcp). Os produces hard unworkable alloys
with Pt, but Ru is now a common alloying metal in Pt
alloys. Pt-Pd alloys tend to be soft; however, additions
of 6 wt% Ru to a Pt-10 wt% Pd alloy results in good
strength and hardness, as shown in Table I, whilst
retaining good ductility, colour and resistance to
corrosion.
Additions of Ir to Pt also produce stronger, harder
alloys, rapidly rising with alloying addition but the
alloys become very springy and unworkable at about
30 wt% Ir, with a high annealed hardness of HV 280.
This alloy offers potential application as a spring
material in jewellery. The addition of 10 wt% Rh to Pt20 wt% Ir results in a less springy alloy that is workable
and retains good ductility. Raykhtsaum also noted that
additions of Rh to Pt results in Pt-Rh alloys which are
quite ductile and yield reasonable improvements in
strength and hardness with increasing Rh content.

A Pt-20 wt% Rh alloy has a hardness of HV 115, is
excellent in machining and has probably the best
colour. Substitution of 5 wt% Ru for Rh results in a
stronger alloy, but with lower ductility. The miscibility
gap in the Pt-Pd-Ir-Rh system is a potential mechanism
for age hardening but there is little published data to
confirm this.
Platinum-Gold Alloys
The addition of Au to Pt was suggested in 1919. Au is an
effective hardener of Pt; however, ductility decreases
quickly with Au additions, which is attributed to grain
growth during annealing. Small Rh additions to Pt-Au
alloys improve ductility whilst enhancing strength and
hardness. Pt-Au-Rh alloys are hardenable and can be
cast and formed, making them a practical candidate
for jewellery application.
Platinum-Nickel Alloy
Raykhtsaum notes that base metal additions to Pt such
as cobalt, tungsten and gallium have been reviewed
at past Symposia and commercial alloys are available
with such additions. However, nickel has not been
considered, even though it is in the same group as
Pt and Pd in the Periodic Table. Although, due to the
allergenic properties of Ni, its use would likely make
such Pt alloys unsuitable for jewellery as they would
not meet the European Union (EU) Nickel Directive on
Ni release. The Pt-Ni phase diagram shows complete
solid solubility for Ni and age hardening is possible to
increase the tensile strength. Interestingly, Pt-Ni alloys
with <40% Ni are non-magnetic, in contrast to Pt-Co
alloys, which are magnetic down to Co contents of

Table I
Mechanical Properties of Platinum, Palladium and Their Alloys in the Annealed and Cold Worked
Conditions
Alloy

Annealed
Vickers
hardness, HV

Cold worked

Tensile
Elongation, %
strength, psi

Vickers
Tensile
hardness, HV strength, psi

Pt

40

18,100

40

90

49,300

Pd

40

27,500

40

100

47,000

Pt-10 wt% Pd

80

21,300

25

140

49,700

Pt-40 wt% Pd

100

50,000

–

180

–

Pt-10 wt% Pd6 wt% Ru

200

75,000

25

320

90,900
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5%. Overall, he considers Pt-Ni alloys to be practical
for jewellery application as they are strong, workable,
age-hardenable and non-magnetic and probably can
be used for castings as well.
Raykhtsaum concludes that Pt alloys with practical
potential for jewellery application include Pt-Pd-Ru, PtIr-Rh, Pt-Au-Rh ternary alloys and Pt-Ni binary alloys. It
remains for others to determine whether his proposals
have sufficient economic and technical merit to
warrant their commercial use!
Palladium
In stark contrast to the scientific approach to alloy
development by Raykhtsaum, the practical problems
encountered in the manufacture of a claret jug in Pd
were discussed by Ann-Marie Carey (Birmingham
City University, UK) (coauthored by Martyn Pugh, a
master goldsmith and silversmith based in the UK),
in her presentation, ‘Art and Scientific Manufacture:
A Collaboration’. This was not just any claret jug but
a matching jug to ones already made for a client by
Pugh in silver/glass and in 24 carat gold, described in
an earlier presentation in 2010 (6). This presentation,
as is the earlier one on the Au version, is a classic case
study of how to go about making an object in a new
material with which you have limited but growing
experience, in this case Johnson Matthey’s pure Pd.
This commission stemmed from a client who had said,
on delivery of his Au version,“It would be nice to have
the set!”. Pugh asked if he meant in Pt or Pd.“Both” was
the reply! After reviewing quotations, the client opted
for a Pd claret jug first. He also recognised that making
a Pd claret jug was a challenge for Pugh, who would
need to take a research-oriented approach, if he was
to succeed.
This commission gave rise to a number of
considerations:
(a) The main design criterion for the claret jug
was the requirement for it to be matching with
the previous jug in Au. It was an actual threedimensional (3D) object, not a 2D drawing or 3D
computer aided design (CAD) file.This placed the
level of accuracy required one step higher than
normal and would require the most meticulous
level of craftsmanship.
(b) This design aesthetic was a demanding
challenge when one considers that the material
characteristics of the Pd alloy are quite different
from the gold-titanium alloy used in the Au
version. This precluded it being made in exactly
the same manner. One concern was to determine
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what other alternative manufacturing routes were
available, and whether they would present any
issues to accurately interpreting Pugh’s design.
(c) There were material and process knowledge
gaps in working Pd. From the outset, Pugh
knew he had to take a methodical approach to
technique experimentation (as he had done on
the earlier jug), developing through the project an
application-specific workshop manual. Potential
techniques were experimented with first and
results recorded by notes, video diaries and
emails. In short, this was ‘on the job’ research.
(d) A multidisciplinary approach was desirable.
Pugh knew his own strengths and limitations and
manufacture of a piece 360 mm in height in Pd was
an unknown. He needed to look to the expertise
of others in a collaborative approach: this led to
a collaboration with Johnson Matthey in order to
make use of their prior expertise with working Pd for
scientific and industrial applications (Figure 1) (7).
The culmination of the effort was a matching jug in
Pd, shown in Figure 2. Without doubt, the success of
this commission was down to fruitful collaboration
and the technical expertise of both Martyn Pugh and
Johnson Matthey.

Fig. 1. Palladium jug: tungsten inert gas (TIG)-welded
body and other spun parts, spun by Johnson Matthey
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Fig. 2. The finished palladium jug by Martyn Pugh
(photo courtesy of Keith Leighton)

Three-Dimensional Microstructures
The use of scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
to produce 3D pictures of fracture surfaces that
enable more detailed information to be observed
was described by Paolo Battaini (8853 Spa, Italy)
in his well illustrated presentation, ‘Precious Metal
Microstructures in 3D’. Normal SEM micrographs
are in 2D, he observed. The use of 3D fractrography
provides more detail about the morphology of fracture
surfaces, as shown in Figure 3 for a 950 Pd alloy.
Battaini also illustrated the difference in surface finish
of three different coins as well as cast surfaces. Coins
were ‘golden’ i.e. Au-based – one was an Australian
$100 coin, another was a US$50 coin and the third is
unknown.
Manufacturing
The need for benchmarks in quality assurance was
discussed by Mark Mann (Gemological Institute of
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America (GIA), USA) in his presentation, ‘Quality
Assurance Benchmarks: Jewelry Manufacturing
Applications from Design to Post-Sale’. He focused
on gemstone setting and the need to assure that the
stones are securely held in place. Mann proposes
minimum design criteria for prongs and contact with
the stone, for example. He asserts that the long-term
benefits of quality assurance need to be recognised
at all stages, from designer, through to manufacturer,
retailer and customer and that systematic benchmarks
for quality are important.
‘Computer Simulation in Jewelry Technology –
Meaningful Use and Limitations’ presented by Ulrich
Klotz (Research Institute for Precious Metals & Metals
Chemistry (FEM), Germany) extended the earlier work
at FEM on computer modelling of investment casting,
particularly for centrifugal and tilt casting (which are
relevant to Pt and Pd casting) which he considered
should help with improved casting machine design.
He also looked at phase diagram calculation from
thermodynamic parameters, using Au and Ag alloy
systems as examples, with especial focus on Pd- and
Ni-based white gold alloy systems. Pd white golds have
a low heat capacity compared to other Au alloys and
this will impact on the speed of solidification and
porosity formation during investment casting.
Manufacture of hollow jewellery by investment
casting was the topic of two presentations. Eddie
Bell (Rio Grande, USA) reviewed the latest advances
in ‘Casting Lightweight Hollow Jewelry Using
21st Century Technology’ and Ilaria Forno (Turin
Polytechnic, Italy) reported on her research on hollow
casting in her presentation, ‘I Have Your Back – How
Innovative and Advanced Materials Cover Design in
Complex Model Manufacturing’ in which she showed
how innovative jewellery can be made by either rapid
prototyping techniques to make hollow resin models
for direct casting or by use of conventional hollow
wax models in investment casting.
There were several presentations on rapid
manufacturing of jewellery using laser melting/
sintering techniques. This appears to be a new
technology, developed for other industries and now
bursting onto the jewellery manufacturing front.
Presentations by Joerg Fischer-Buehner (Legor Group
Srl, Italy) and Damiano Zito (ProGold SpA, Italy)
focused on precious metal alloy powder production
and their use in improved laser machines whilst
Frank Cooper (Jewellery Industry Innovation Centre,
Birmingham City University, UK) gave a broader
picture on use of laser technology in additive layer
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(a)

(b)

50 μm

1 mm
(c)

50 μm

Fig. 3. 3D SEM images of: (a) the fracture surface of a 950 palladium alloy. Two morphologically different
regions appear. The right hand side has a multifaceted aspect whilst the left hand side is more irregular; (b)
the left hand section of Figure 3(a), showing dimples typical of a ductile fracture. The dimples appear as cones
produced by plastic deformation whose central regions show spherical cavities. These are probably due to
gas porosity, present in the alloy; (c) the right side of Figure 3(a), showing decohesion at grain boundaries
(intergranular fracture). Note these images need to be viewed with 3D glasses

manufacturing, which he believes is a new paradigm
for jewellery manufacture. This technology has yet to
be applied to Pt and Pd jewellery, due in part to the
lack of availability of suitable powders.
‘The Use of Friction Stir Welding for the Production
of Mokume Gane-Type Materials’ was presented by
Hywel Jones (Sheffield Hallam University, UK).This is a
novel technique for producing patterned mixtures in
the Japanese ‘wood grain effect’ and was demonstrated
for copper, brass and silver layered composites which
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were liquid phase sintered to form the starting ‘ingot’.
Interesting and novel patterns were produced.
Olivier Passe (Nventa, Inc, USA), gave an indepth review of both the theory and practice in
his presentation, ‘Dirty Little Secrets of Ultrasonic
Cleaning’. Optimisation of the parameters can result
in a decrease in cleaning time of up to 60%, he claims.
Charles Lewton-Brain (Brain Press and Alberta
College of Art and Design, Canada) gave an interesting
presentation on the technique of ‘Foldforming’, a
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technique of manually manipulating metal sheet to
produce folded shapes and textures using simple tools.
Concluding Remarks
This was another very worthwhile symposium for
those involved in jewellery manufacture, be it by
machine in mass production or by handcraft in a
workshop. The opportunities for networking and for
exchanging ideas and samples is a major benefit for
participants. The Santa Fe Symposium® proceedings
book of the papers and the PowerPoint® presentations
can be obtained from the organisers (3).
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3-Hydroxycarboplatin, a simple carboplatin derivative,
was synthesised using a novel method, characterised
and evaluated for its anticancer activity in vitro and in
vivo. It shows comparable antitumour activity to that of
carboplatin but has much lower toxicity particularly with
respect to myelosuppression, revealing great potential
for development as a new antitumour platinum drug to
replace carboplatin.

Shanghai Institute of Materia Medica, Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Shanghai 201203, P.R. China
*Email: liguanglou1@126.com

1. Introduction
cis-Diammine(1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylato)platinum(II)
(carboplatin) is a second generation Pt anticancer
drug following cis-diamminedichloroplatinum(II)
(cisplatin). It shows the same level of activity as
cisplatin in treating some kinds of cancers, but is
much less nephrotoxic and emetic than cisplatin
(1, 2). Carboplatin has gained worldwide marketing
approval and is currently used as standard therapy
in ovarian cancer patients.
Compared with cisplatin, carboplatin causes
substantial myelosuppression, principally thrombocytopenia – a dose-limiting side effect that has
prompted a continuing search for new, potent Pt
complexes possessing lower toxicity. Indeed, the
past decade has witnessed a shift in focus toward
nonclassical Pt compounds represented by picoplatin,
polynuclear complexes, trans-Pt complexes and
Pt(IV) complexes (3). Unfortunately, the outcomes
of clinical trials of these complexes have failed to
meet expectations, and none of these complexes
has been approved for clinical application (4).
However, direct modification of clinically established
Pt drugs remains an effective way to create new
derivatives with improved toxicological profiles
(5, 6). 3-Hydroxycarboplatin (Figure 1), first reported
in 2004 by G. Bernhardt et al. (7), is a direct and simple
derivative of carboplatin in which the cyclobutane
ring is substituted with OH at position 3. As part of
a drug development programme beginning in 2001
aimed at improving the pharmacological profile of
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5 with a yield of 70%. Then, the addition of diethyl
malonate on derivative 5 gave the cyclobutane
6 with 51% yield. The hydrolysis of 6 yielded the
potassium salt 7 with 69% yield. Hydrogenolysis was
then used for the cleavage of 7 forming the desired
3-hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid 8 in 60%
yield. The overall yield for the formation of 8 was
about 15% (melting point 156–158ºC). The product 8
was characterised by elemental analysis and proton
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (1H-NMR),
and the data are consistent with its composition and
structure and are as reported in the literature (7).
Found (% calculated for C6H8O5): C, 44.8 (45.0); H,
5.05 (5.00).
1
H-NMR (D2O, 500.1 MHz,  (ppm)): 4.27 (1H, CHOH),
2.77 (2H, CH2), 2.37 (2H, CH2).
In order to further characterise the product, single
crystals suitable for X-ray analysis were selected from
its zinc salt which was prepared in a two-step procedure.
3-Hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid was mixed

carboplatin, we designed and prepared a series of
carboplatin derivatives, including 3-hydroxycarboplatin.
Following extensive biological evaluation, we found
that 3-hydroxycarboplatin showed anticancer
activity similar to that of carboplatin, but exhibited
an improved toxicological profile, suggesting great
promise for further development. In the present
article, we report the synthesis, characterisation and
biological effects of 3-hydroxycarboplatin in vitro as
well as in vivo using two animal models.
2. Synthesis and Characterisation
2.1 Preparation of 3-Hydroxy-1,1cyclobutanedicarboxylic Acid
3-Hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid was
prepared according to Scheme I in a similar method
to that reported earlier (7) with epichlorohydrin as the
starting chemical. First, epichlorohydrin was treated
with benzyl bromide in the presence of mercuric
chloride and heated at 160ºC to give the benzyl ether

PhCH2Br, HgCl2,
160ºC, 9 h

O
ClCH2 HC

CH2

70%

CH2(COOC2H5)2,
NaH, dioxane, N2,
reflux, 60 h

CH2Cl
PhCH2O

4

51%

CH2Br
5

PhCH2O

COOC2H5

H

COOC2H5

6
H2, 5% Pd/C,
30ºC, 5 h
60%

Fig. 1. The chemical structures
of cisplatin, 1, carboplatin, 2,
and 3-hydroxycarboplatin, 3

O

O

(i) KOH, C2H5OH,
reflux
(ii) HCl

PhCH2O

COOH

H

COOH

69%

7

HO

COOH

NaHCO3, AgNO3,
20–25ºC, 2 h

H

COOH

96%

HO

COOAg

H

COOAg

8

9

Scheme I. Preparation of the silver salt of 3-hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid
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with an excess of zinc hydroxide (Zn(OH)2) in water
at 45ºC for 2 h and then the remaining Zn(OH)2
was removed by filtration. The resulting filtrate was
evaporated under reduced pressure to give rise to the
corresponding zinc salt in a white crystalline form. A
molecular plot of the chemical structure determined by
X-ray analysis, depicted in Figure 2, demonstrates that
the anion is 3-hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylate.
Treatment of 3-hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylic
acid with sodium hydrogen carbonate (NaHCO3)
in water provided the Na salt of 3-hydroxy-1,1cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid, which was then reacted
with silver nitrate (AgNO3) to produce the insoluble Ag
salt as an intermediate with a yield of 96% (Scheme I).
Found (% calculated for Ag2C6H6O5): C, 19.4 (19.2);
H, 1.65 (1.60); Ag, 57.5 (57.8).
Infrared (IR) (KBr, cm–1): 1720 (s, asCOO–), 1357 (s,
sCOO–).
2.2 Preparation of 3-Hydroxycarboplatin
3-Hydroxycarboplatin was synthesised in a threestep reaction route (Scheme II) starting from
commercially available potassium tetrachloroplatinate
(K2PtCl4). K2PtCl4 was first converted in situ to

potassium tetraiodoplatinate (K2PtI4), followed
by addition of ammonia to produce insoluble cisdiamminediiodoplatinum(II) (cis-[Pt(NH3)2I2]). The
quantitative reaction in water with the Ag salt of
3-hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylic acid yielded
the target complex (Scheme II). Recrystallisation from
a solution of water and ethanol (1:1) was required to
obtain samples for structural characterisation and
biological tests. The overall yield was about 76% and
the purity, determined by an established reversedphase high-performance liquid chromatography
(RP-HPLC) method (8), was >98.5%.
The target complex was structurally characterised by
elemental analysis, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)
spectroscopy, 1H-/carbon nuclear magnetic resonance
(13C-NMR) spectroscopy, fast atomic bombardment
mass spectrometry (FAB+ -MS) (Table I) and X-ray
crystallography. The results agree well with the
literature (7).
The elemental analysis data are in good agreement
with the calculated values of 3-hydroxycarboplatin.
It exhibited three typical protonated molecular ion
peaks reflecting the platinum isotopes: 194Pt (33%),
195
Pt (34%) and 196Pt (25%) (9). A strong peak with a
Fig. 2. The X-ray structure of zinc
3-hydroxy-1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylate

(i)

K2PtCl4 + KI

(ii)

K2PtI4 + NH3

30ºC, 1 h

K2PtI4
H3N

25ºC, 2.5 h

H3N
(iii) H3N
H3N

I

I
O

O

I
Pt

I
Pt

+

AgO C

OH

AgO C

H
O

50ºC, 10 h

H3N
H3 N

Pt

O C

OH

O C

H

+ 2AgI

O

Scheme II. Preparation of target complex 3-hydroxycarboplatin via a three-step reaction route
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Table I
The Elemental Analytical and Spectroscopic Data of 3-Hydroxycarboplatin
Composition,
%

Found: C, 18.4; N, 7.14; H, 3.17; Pt, 50.2
Calculated for C6H12N2O5Pt: C, 18.6; N, 7.23; H, 3.10; Pt, 50.4

FTIRa,
KBr, cm–1

3296 (s, N–H), 3118–2953 (w, C–H), 1641–1609 (s, asCOO–), 1391–1354
(s, sCOO–), 1103–1049 (m, C–O), 449 (w, Pt–N)

FAB+-MSb, c
m/z, intensity

110 (100%) [C6H5O2]+, 202 (35%) [C6H5O2 + gly]+, 230 (12%) [Pt(NH3)2]+, 355 (8%)
[C6H6O5Pt]+, 388 (92%) M+, 480 (28%) [M + gly]+

1

H-NMRd, e,
DMSO-d6,  ppm

4.15 (qi, 1H, CH, J = 7.2 Hz), 3.27 (t, 2H, CH2, J = 2.6 Hz), 2.55 (t, 2H, CH2,
J = 2.6 Hz)

13

182.1 (C-1), 181.8 (C-3), 61.6 (C-6), 42.2 (C-2), 17.5 (C-4,5)

C-NMR,
DMSO-d6,  ppm
a

Vibration modes:  = stretching, s = symmetric stretching, as = asymmetric stretching.

Intensities: m = medium, s = strong, w = weak
b

some m/z values are plus hydrogen

c

gly = glycol

d

qi = quintet, t = triplet

e

DMSO = dimethyl sulfoxide

relative intensity of 92% at m/z 388, corresponding to
M+, was observed in its mass spectrum.The IR spectrum
showed the characteristic absorption for stretching
bands of N–H near 3296 cm–1, C–H around 2900 cm–1
and Pt–N at 449 cm–1. The as(COO)-s(COO) value was
larger than 200 cm–1, suggesting that COO– acts as a
monodentate ligand (10). The 1H-NMR spectra are all
consistent with the corresponding protons both in the
chemical shifts and the number of hydrogens. Two
protons of CH2 split into two bands near 3.27 ppm and
2.55 ppm, probably due to different spatial orientations
in a chair configuration of the cyclobutane ring after
the introduction of OH at position 3 (11). The 13C-NMR
spectra conform to the expected carbon chemical
shifts in the 3-hydroxycarboplatin molecule.
The Oak Ridge Thermal Ellipsoid Plot (ORTEP)
drawing of the complex depicted along with its
atomic numbering scheme is shown in Figure 3 and
the selected bond distances and bond angles are
listed in Table II. The Pt(II) centre has the expected
square planar geometry exhibiting the usual structure
parameters. The basal square plane is constituted
by two NH3 and two COO– moieties of 3-hydroxy1,1-cyclobutanedicarboxylate. As shown in Table
II, Pt–N and Pt–O distances and coordinate bond
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Fig. 3. The X-ray structure of 3-hydroxycarboplatin
(see also (7))

angles of N–Pt–N and O–Pt–O are in the normal
range. Similar to the carboplatin molecule (12), the
cyclobutane ring adopts a chair configuration and
is nearly perpendicular to the Pt(II) coordination
plane.
2.3 Physicochemical Properties of
3-Hydroxycarboplatin
The solubility of 3-hydroxycarboplatin and
carboplatin in water and in octanol was measured at
25ºC (Table III). As expected, 3-hydroxycarboplatin
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Table II
Selected Bond Lengths and Angles for 3-Hydroxycarboplatin
Bond lengths, Å

Bond angles, º

Pt(1)-O(1)

2.012(5)

O(1)-Pt(1)-O(3)

92.2(2)

Pt(1)-O(3)

2.015(5)

O(1)-Pt(1)-N(1)

87.3(2)

Pt(1)-N(1)

2.016(6)

O(3)-Pt(1)-N(1)

178.1(2)

Pt(1)-N(2)

2.024(6)

O(1)-Pt(1)-N(2)

174.6(3)

O(3)-Pt(1)-N(2)

88.7(3)

N(1)-Pt(1)-N(2)

91.6(3)

is nearly twice as soluble in water as carboplatin.
Surprisingly, it is also much more soluble in octanol
than carboplatin, probably because the lattice energy
is decreased with the reduction in symmetry from
C2v of carboplatin to Cs of 3-hydroxycarboplatin
(13). Therefore, 3-hydroxycarboplatin has a more
favourable oil/water partition coefficient (logP).
The aquation rate constant, which is an
important parameter in judging the stability of
Pt anticancer compounds, was determined by
using a previously reported conductivity method
(14). The observed aquation rate constant (kobs)
of 3-hydroxycarboplatin at 25ºC under an N2
atmosphere was 2.9 × 10 –6 min –1, less than kobs
of carboplatin (3.8 × 10 –6 min –1) under the same
conditions, suggesting that 3-hydroxycarboplatin is
slightly more stable in water than carboplatin itself.

3. Biological Evaluation
3.1 In Vitro Anticancer Activity
3-Hydroxycarboplatin and carboplatin were assayed
in vitro against carboplatin-sensitive human cancer
cell lines including the non-small cell lung cancer
cell line A549 and the ovarian cancer cell lines
SK-OV-3 and COCI. Cellular survival was evaluated by
the 3-(4,5-dimethythiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium
bromide (MTT) method (15, 16). Fifty percent
inhibitory concentration (IC50) values were calculated
from curves constructed by plotting cell survival (%)
versus compound concentration (in μg ml–1).
As shown in Table IV, the activity of
3-hydroxycarboplatin against A549, SK-OV-3 and COCI
cancer cells was comparable to that of carboplatin.
This indicates that introduction of the OH group into
carboplatin does not reduce cytotoxicity.

Table III
Solubility and Partition Coefficient
Solubility at 25ºC, mg ml–1
Compound

Partition coefficient, logP

In water

In octanol

3-Hydroxycarboplatin

35.0

0.153

2.5

Carboplatin

17.0

0.015

3.2

Table IV
In Vitro Cytotoxicity Against Selected Human Tumour Cell Lines
Compound

IC50, g ml–1
A549

SK-OV-3

COCI

3-Hydroxycarboplatin

2.00 ± 0.34

14.4 ± 2.1

4.57 ± 1.13

Carboplatin

2.91 ± 0.20

25.9 ± 3.8

5.62 ± 2.06
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3.2 Acute Toxicity
Acute toxicity is an adverse, non-specific effect
that occurs in a healthy animal within 2 weeks of
intravenous (iv) injection of a single dose of the
drug. Acute toxicity tests of 3-hydroxycarboplatin and
carboplatin were carried out in healthy Institute of
Cancer Research (ICR) mice according to standard
procedures (16). Toxicity, measured as the LD50 value
(i.e., the dose that causes the death of 50% of tested
animals), was 275 mg kg–1 for 3-hydroxycarboplatin
and 148 mg kg–1 for carboplatin, indicating that
3-hydroxycarboplatin is less toxic than carboplatin
in animals following iv administration. Histological
postmortem examinations of the mice suggested that
these Pt complexes caused death primarily through
myelosuppression.
3.3 Antitumour Activity
The antitumour activity of 3-hydroxycarboplatin and
carboplatin was compared in mouse Lewis lung
tumour and human ovarian carcinoma (3AO cell line)
xenograft models, using well-established methods (15–
19). Based on previous studies, the maximum tolerated
dose (MTD) is 90 mg kg–1 for 3-hydroxycarboplatin
and 60 mg kg–1 for carboplatin in mice treated with
drugs every three days (Q3D) three times each.
Tumour-bearing mice were intravenously given
3-hydroxycarboplatin and carboplatin at the MTD. As
shown in Table V, treatment with 3-hydroxcarboplatin
following tumour implantation caused a dosedependent reduction of tumour weight in both
Lewis lung tumour and 3AO xenograft mice. Notably,
the potency of 3-hydroxcarboplatin with respect
to inhibition of tumour growth was comparable or

superior to that of carboplatin, consistent with the
results observed in in vitro cytotoxicity tests.
3.4 Myelosuppression Toxicity
To further explore the potential advantage of
3-hydroxycarboplatin over carboplatin, a repeateddosing toxicity study was conducted (20). ICR mice
were iv administered either 3-hydroxycarboplatin or
carboplatin on days 1, 3, 5, and 7. On day 8, all mice
were anesthetised and blood samples were collected
for blood cell analysis; bone marrow cells were also
extracted for proliferation tests. Blood cell counts are
a good indicator of bone marrow cell proliferation,
and thus myelosuppression, a major side effect
of carboplatin. The decrease in blood cell counts
associated with this myelosuppression is especially
prominent for white blood cell and platelet numbers.
As shown in Figures 4–6, both 3-hydroxycarboplatin
and carboplatin exerted myelosuppressive effects, as
evidenced by lower blood cell counts compared with
the control group. However, the effects were much
more pronounced with carboplatin, which caused
very severe thrombocytopenia.
Consistent with the results of peripheral
blood cell counts, mouse bone marrow cell
proliferation was suppressed to a much lesser
extent by 3-hydroxycarboplatin than by carboplatin
(Table VI). 3-Hydroxycarboplatin at a dose of 60 mg
kg–1 did not significantly suppress bone marrow cell
proliferation, with myeloproliferation ranging from
extremely to moderately active. However, the degree
of myeloproliferation was low or extremely low in
bone marrow from mice treated with the same dose
of carboplatin (60 mg kg–1). Collectively, these data

Table V
Antitumour Activity of 3-Hydroxycarboplatin in Mouse Tumour Models
Compound

Dose, mg kg–1 Dosing scheme
30

3-Hydroxycarboplatin

Carboplatin
a

iv, Q3D  3

Tumour growth inhibition, %
Lewis lung

3AO

40.7a

14.9

60

“

65.0

33.5a

90

“

87.9a

–

60

“

60.7a

28.4a

a

p < 0.05 vs. control (n = 7)
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Fig. 4. White blood
cell counts in
mouse peripheral
blood following
repeated dosing with
3-hydroxycarboplatin
or carboplatin (n
= 10). **P < 0.01
versus control;
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P < 0.01 versus
3-hydroxycarboplatin
60 mg kg–1; &P
< 0.01 versus
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Fig. 5. Red blood
cell counts in
mouse peripheral
blood following
repeated dosing with
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(n = 10)
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Fig. 6. Platelet counts
in mouse peripheral
blood following
repeated dosing with
3-hydroxycarboplatin
or carboplatin
(n = 10). *P < 0.05,
**P < 0.01
versus control;
#
P < 0.01 versus
3-hydroxycarboplatin
60 mg kg–1; &P
< 0.01 versus
3-hydroxycarboplatin
90 mg kg–1
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Table VI
Effect of Repeated Dosing with 3-Hydroxycarboplatin or Carboplatin on the Proliferation of Bone
Marrow Cells in Mice
Relative myeloproliferative indexa
I

II

III

IV

V

4/10

4/10

2/10

0/10

0/10

2/10

7/10

1/10

0/10

0/10

90 mg kg

0

6/10

2/10

2/10

0/10

60 mg kg–1

0/10

1/10

2/10

4/10

3/10

0/9

0/9

0/9

1/9

8/9

Control
3-Hydroxycarboplatin

60 mg kg–1
–1

Carboplatin

–1

90 mg kg
a

Number of mice in each myeloproliferative class: I, extremely active; II, active; III, moderate; IV, low; V, extremely low

indicate that the myelosuppressive side effects of
3-hydroxycarboplatin are much lower than those of
carboplatin.
4. Conclusion
3-Hydroxycarboplatin, a simple carboplatin derivative,
shows antitumour activity comparable to that of
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carboplatin but has much lower toxicity, particularly
with respect to myelosuppression, reflecting an
improved toxicological profile. It also exhibits
desirable physicochemical properties. Therefore,
3-hydroxycarboplatin has extremely high potential for
development as a clinically useful anticancer agent to
replace carboplatin.
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The microstructures of as-cast and annealed platinum
alloys of different compositions were revealed after
electrolytic etching in hydrochloric acid/sodium
chloride solution using direct current. It was shown
that the etching process enhances good microstructural
images of platinum-aluminium based alloys.
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1. Introduction
Etching of Pt-Al based alloys has been problematic
because most of the alloys are designed to withstand
oxidation and corrosion. Currently, binary Pt-Al alloys
have been patented in the USA (1) as a catalyst for
use in fuel cells. However, in this work higher order
Pt-Al based alloys are being investigated as potential
replacement for nickel-based superalloys used in
high temperature and aggressive environments. The
resistance to oxidation and corrosion is attributed
to the formation of a protective Al oxide scale (2).
Electrolytic etching can be considered as ‘forced
corrosion’, where a previously polished specimen
surface corrodes inhomogeneously, revealing the
different microstructural features (3, 4).
Previously in South Africa (5–7), microstructural
imaging of Pt-Al based alloys was done using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in the
backscattered electron mode. All the samples had
been metallographically prepared by grinding using
silicon carbide down to 1200 grit, diamond polishing
down to 1 μm and finally polishing with oxide
polishing system (OP-S, Struers A/S, Denmark) by
which polishing is achieved through a combination of
chemical treatment (the solution has a pH of 8) and
gentle abrasive action. It allows selective polishing
of softer phases thereby achieving a limited etching
effect. Although some of the images derived from this
method had reasonably good contrast, in some cases,
the contrast was poor to the extent that analysis was
rendered impossible. Figures 1–6 are examples of
some of the images of Pt-Al based alloys taken using
SEM in the backscattered electron mode. In alloy
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15 m

3m
Fig. 1. SEM-BSE of unetched, as-cast Pt60:Al2:Cr38
(at%), showing cored single phase ~CrPt and
scratches (7)

(a)

Fig. 2. SEM-BSE image of unetched, as-cast
Pt63:Al22:Cr15 (at%), showing cored single phase
~Pt3Al (7)

(b)

10 m

200 m

Fig. 3. (a) SEM-BSE image of unetched, annealed Pt81.5:Al11.5:Cr4.5:Ru2.5 (at%), showing fine dark ~Pt3Al
precipitates in light (Pt) matrix (6); (b) optical microscope image of annealed Pt81.5:Al11.5:Cr4.5:Ru2.5 (at%), after
electrolytic etching in HCl/NaCl solution, showing fine dark ~Pt3Al precipitates in light (Pt) matrix more clearly

(a)

(b)

4 m

200 m

Fig. 4. (a) SEM-BSE image of unetched, annealed Pt78:Al15.5:Cr4.5:Ru2 (at%), showing fine dark ~Pt3Al
precipitates in light (Pt) matrix (6); (b) SEM-BSE image of etched, annealed Pt78:Al15.5:Cr4.5:Ru2 (at%), showing
fine ~Pt3Al in light (Pt) matrix (6)
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(a)

(b)

5 m

10 m

Fig. 5. (a) SEM-BSE image of unetched, annealed Pt82:Al12:Cr4:Ru2 (at%), showing ~Pt3Al precipitates in light
(Pt) matrix (6); (b) optical microscope image of annealed Pt82:Al12:Cr4:Ru2 (at%) after electrolytic etching in
HCl/NaCl solution, showing ~Pt3Al precipitates in light (Pt) matrix as well as a eutectic
(a)

(b)

30 m

20 m

Fig. 6. (a) SEM-BSE image of unetched, annealed Pt64.7:Al26.2:V9.1 (at%), showing medium contrast ~Pt3Al,
light ~Pt5Al3 and dark ~PtV (5); (b) optical microscope image of etched, annealed Pt64.7:Al26.2:V9.1 (at%),
showing light ~Pt3Al, dark ~Pt5Al3 with oriented needle-like precipitates
Pt60:Al2:Cr38 (at%) (Figure 1), X-ray diffraction (XRD)
analysis confirmed single phase ~CrPt (cored) and
remnants of ~CrPt3 from incomplete ordering. The poor
contrast in the image made it impossible to deduce
the phases from the microstructure and plot of the
energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) composition analysis.
The same applied to alloy Pt63:Al22:Cr15 (Figure 2)
whose XRD analysis confirmed the microstructure as
single phase ~Pt3Al (cored).The other four alloys were
electrolytically etched in HCl/NaCl solution and their
microstructure in the unetched and etched conditions
are discussed subsequently.
In Germany (8, 9), electrolytic etching of Pt-Al based
alloys has been done in aqueous potassium cyanide
(KCN) solution for microstructure investigation.
However, there are serious health and safety concerns
regarding the use of KCN and its use in South Africa
is very restricted, especially in laboratories. Two
images of Pt-Al based alloys etched electrolytically in
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aqueous KCN solution are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
Heat treatment of as-cast samples by two-stage ageing
(variant B) resulted in the formation of coarse  matrix
and  regions in alloy Pt77:Al12:Cr6:Ni5 (at%) (Figure
7) (8). Spherical precipitates of  in a  matrix were
observed in alloy Pt79:Al10:Cr3:Ni8 (at%) after solution
heat treatment at 1450ºC for 24 h and ageing at 1000ºC
for 120 h (Figure 8) (9).
Most electrolytic reagents are simple in
composition, being acidic, alkaline or salt solutions.
The sample is nearly always the anode, although a
few cathodic etching solutions have been developed
(10). Direct current (DC) is mostly used, although
a few solutions require alternating current (AC). In
electrolytic etching, the process is controlled by
varying the voltage and time (10).
Battaini (3, 4) obtained the best results for Pt alloys
in saturated HCl/NaCl solution with an AC power
supply when the voltage varied from 0. 1 V to 10 V
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2 m

Fig. 7. SEM-BSE image of Pt77:Al12:Cr6:Ni5 (at%)
after two-stage ageing (variant B) and electrolytically
etched in aqueous KCN solution, showing coarse 
matrix and  regions (8)

Fig. 8. SEM-BSE image of Pt79:Al10:Cr3:Ni8 (at%) after
solution heat treatment and ageing, electrolytically
etched in aqueous KCN solution, showing spherical 
precipitates in  matrix (9)

and the power supply provided a current of at least
10 A. Some of the electrolytic conditions are shown in
Table I. However, the present work has shown that it is
possible to get good results using a DC power supply.

3. Results and Discussion
The electron beam voltage used to obtain the SEMbackscattered electron (SEM-BSE) images was 20 kV.
Figure 3(a) and Figure 4(a) are SEM-BSE images of
alloys Pt81.5:Al11.5:Cr4.5:Ru2.5 (at%) and Pt78:Al15.5:Cr4.5:Ru2
(at%), while Figure 3(b) and Figure 4(b) are the
optical microscope images of the same alloys after
electrolytic etching in HCl/NaCl solution.
Both alloys had very fine dark ~Pt3Al precipitates in
light (Pt) matrices, which were difficult to discern from
the SEM-BSE images.The contrast after etching is better
and shows more clearly the dark ~Pt3Al precipitates in
the light (Pt) matrix, as well as the grain boundaries.
Figure 5(a) is a SEM-BSE image of alloy
Pt82:Al12:Cr4:Ru2 (at%) which had a very poor contrast
and after XRD analysis it was concluded that it had
rounded dark ~Pt3Al precipitates in light (Pt) matrix.
After etching (Figure 5(b)), the optical microscope
image showed a eutectic, as well as the dark ~Pt3Al
precipitates in light (Pt) matrix. Figure 6(a) is an
example of an SEM-BSE image which had a reasonably
good contrast and its optical microscope image after
etching is shown in Figure 6(b).

Table I
Electrolytic Etching Solutions for Use with
Platinum Alloys (3)
Composition

Type

100 cm3 HCl (37%) +
10 g NaCl

Electrolytic, 3–6 V AC

10 cm3 HCl + 90 cm3 H2O
+ 1 g FeCl3

Electrolytic, 3–6 V AC

2. Experimental Procedure
The specimens were ground by silicon carbide down
to 1200 grit and then diamond polished down to 1 μm.
The samples were then etched in a solution of 10 g
NaCl in 100 cm3 HCl (32% concentration). Etching was
done in a fume cupboard using a DC power supply,
and a voltage range of 9 V to 12 V gave adequate
results. The current density in the electrolyte was
~100 A m–2.The counter electrode was a stainless steel
wire suspended in the electrolyte solution. Images
were taken using an optical microscope.
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4. Conclusions
There was a large improvement in contrast when
the SEM-BSE images of alloys Pt81.5:Al11.5:Cr4.5:Ru2.5,
Pt78:Al15.5:Cr4.5:Ru2 and Pt82:Al12:Cr4:Ru2 (at%) in
the unetched conditions (Figures 3(a)–5(a))
were compared to the images of the same alloys
(Figures 3(b)–5(b)) after being etched. Therefore,
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electrolytic etching of Pt-Al based alloys in HCl/NaCl
solution using direct current gives good results, and
it is safer than using aqueous KCN solution.
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Introduction
“Developments in Data Storage” is intended to
provide the reader with a well-structured and concise
overview of the data storage market from a materials
viewpoint. Edited by S. N. Piramanayagam and Tow C.
Chong, the chapters are written by a series of experts
from both academia and industry including some
of the world’s largest data storage companies (HGST,
Seagate Technology and Western Digital to name
just a few). Aimed at university level students, the
book provides sufficient variety to satisfy a range of
technical backgrounds and knowledge, from physics
and chemistry to materials science and electronics.
This book provides an excellent introduction to the
field of data storage, beginning with the basics of
magnetism before guiding the reader through the
latest developments in data storage, which may well
be used in your computer over the next few years.
Consisting of fourteen chapters, the authors take
the reader logically from the general concepts of
recording and magnetism, through the disk and head
technologies, explaining the all-important interface
between the two before moving on to the emerging
technologies in the fields of magnetic recording and
solid state memory.
Data Storage
The first chapter begins by neatly introducing the
concept of data storage through some interesting
references to the earliest methods of preserving data
such as stone carvings or early cave paintings. A brief
history of more recent data storage technologies
ensues, from punch cards and magnetic tapes (many
people will not realise that magnetic recording is well
over 100 years old, having first been demonstrated
by Valdemar Poulsen in 1898 (1)) through to the
ubiquitous hard disk drives that we are so dependent
upon today.
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The key concept of areal storage density – the
amount of data that can be stored on a given area – is
explained, as well as the issue of the ‘media trilemma’.
Ever increasing requirements for greater data storage
mean that this ‘trilemma’ is of central importance to
new developments in hard disk technology. At the
core of the issue are three aspects:
(a) obtaining an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR);
(b) maintaining thermal stability of the data bits; and
(c) allowing data to be successfully written to the
storage medium in ever decreasing bit sizes.
The remainder of the chapter deals with the
fundamentals of data storage, which are presented
in an easy to understand manner. The basics of hard
disk technology are described, accompanied by
some useful photographs of the internal workings of
the disk drive (Figure 1). Brief sections on recording
media, heads and the head-disk interface lead nicely
into a swift examination of future hard disk and other
storage technologies such as flash memory.
Fundamentals of Magnetism
After the relatively gentle introductory chapter, the next
instalment is somewhat more academically focused,
as the fundamentals of magnetism are introduced.
Taking the reader from the most basic of magnets,
such as those used in a navigational compass, and
through the world of quantum mechanics before
explaining the various types of magnetic anisotropy is
clearly no easy task, but one that the author does very
elegantly. The succinct explanations of often complex
principles are aided by a combination of diagrams,
equations and the occasional microscopy image,

Fig. 1. Hard disk drive with cover removed, showing the
pgm-containing disk in which information is stored
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which by the end of the chapter gives the reader the
necessary understanding to fully appreciate how
magnetic recording is achieved.
Longitudinal and Perpendicular Magnetic
Recording
Chapters 3 and 4 are of particular relevance to
platinum group metals (pgms) as they are key to
achieving the required properties to meet all three
aspects of the ‘media trilemma’ described earlier. These
chapters are where the book really starts to delve into
the detail of hard disk drive recording. The two most
recent hard disk recording technologies, longitudinal
magnetic recording (LMR) and perpendicular
magnetic recording (PMR), are discussed in Chapters
3 and 4, respectively, and the differences in layer
composition of the disk media that allowed a step
change improvement in areal density to be achieved
are described in detail. LMR had existed for around 50
years before being superseded by PMR technology in
2005--2006.
In Chapter 3, the simplified representation of the
basics of magnetic recording given in the introductory
chapter is expanded upon as each bit cell is described
as being effectively a small magnet. In real magnetic
media a collection of grains makes up one bit cell.
In the older LMR technology multiple grains were
required to provide the necessary voltage for the
information to be read effectively by the head. The
possibility of using only one grain per bit is alluded to,
and is followed up in a later chapter regarding future
technology. The LMR chapter, as well as providing
a historical perspective, is used by the author to
introduce concepts applicable outside of LMR such
as magnetism at the nanoscale, how to measure
recording performance, types of noise and how
to minimise it, and the important issue of thermal
stability.
The chapter concludes with an excellent section on
the production of hard disk media by the sputtering
process, in which the various different layers are
applied from a series of different targets. Argon ions
are fired at the target, and the energised Ar atoms
displace atoms from the target surface which are then
deposited on the substrate.
PMR, the current technology of choice for all hard
disk producers is the topic of Chapter 4.The first section
provides an introduction to the key issues involved in
moving from storing data parallel to the disk surface
to aligning the magnetisations perpendicular to the
surface. Again a combination of diagrams and images
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are used to help illustrate the key points, such as how
the data is written and how it differs from the LMR
technology.
A description and illustration of the various layers
that make up a PMR disk follows, with a lengthy
section describing the soft magnetic underlayer
(SUL), whose presence is one of the key differences
between PMR and LMR technologies (Figure 2).
After an explanation of the key layers attention turns
to the composition of current PMR media, where the
use of Pt is discussed as a key alloy component in the
magnetic storage layer.
Role of Ruthenium
The use of Ru in hard disk technology is discussed in
the section of Chapter 4 regarding improvements in the
SNR. Maintaining a good SNR, while simultaneously
ensuring thermal stability and writeability, is part of the
trilemma which the authors continually refer back to
throughout the text. There is considerable discussion
of the use of Ru in the intermediate layer between the
SUL and the recording layer, again highlighting the
vital role pgms play in the data storage industry.

The Ru performs two key functions: primarily it is
used to break the coupling between the SUL and the
recording layer, thus reducing noise, but it also has
a secondary use whereby it induces perpendicular
orientation of the magnetic alloy. Mention is made of
the 2006 price spike (2), during which the Ru price
increased by close to 400% as hard disk companies
moved to the new technology, with the effect of
dramatically increasing global Ru demand in a short
time frame.
The chapter, which is one of the most relevant to
pgm usage, concludes with a discussion of recent
developments and future trends. This concentrates
mainly on changes to the magnetic and soft underlayers
and gives brief mention to some experimental work
using an iridium-manganese (IrMn) layer to replace
the thick Ru-containing interlayers.
Read-Write Technology
Chapters 5--9 are of less relevance to pgms and so
will not be covered in detail in this review. Suffice it
to say that the chapters on write head fundamentals,
magnetoresistive read heads, read sensors, thin film

“Ring” writing element

Longitudinal recording (standard)

Pt/Ru recording layer

“Monopole” writing element
Perpendicular recording

Pt/Ru recording layer
Additional layer
Fig. 2. Basic concept of longitudinal magnetic recording (LMR) and perpendicular magnetic recording
(PMR) designs
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media lubricants and overcoat materials provide the
reader with a comprehensive and well explained
background to the subjects. Chapters 5, 6 and 7
discuss how data is written and then read from the
recording disk and the technology improvements
that have maintained hard disk recording devices at
the forefront of data storage over the years. Chapters 8
and 9 explain the role of the protective lubricant layer
and overcoat which maintain the integrity of both the
surface and the read-write head.This is explained with
the aid of some excellent schematics, illustrating the
complex chemistry occurring at the surface interface.
As throughout the book, text is interspersed with a
refreshing mixture of graphs, photographs, microscope
images and diagrams to assist in understanding often
complex ideas and technology.
The Future of Data Storage
The remaining five chapters look to the future of data
storage and the next generation of storage media.
The technology of heat assisted magnetic recording
(HAMR) is discussed in detail in Chapter 10, with the
key concepts, issues and benefits being well illustrated.
HAMR is particularly relevant to Pt demand as the
media will require a new FePt alloy for the magnetic
recording layer, which can produce smaller grain sizes
to increase the areal density limits beyond that of PMR.
This is done by thermally heating the disk surface with
a laser before data is written and then ‘locked in’ by
rapid cooling of the surface.

Giant
magnetoresistive
element

This chapter introduces the concept of HAMR
and discusses the possible layer combinations that
will make up the disk. The key difference between
HAMR and other existing technologies is the localised
heating of the disk media (Figure 3), which is given
excellent coverage in sections on thermal design
and characterisation. Again, this section of the book
is well illustrated with diagrams showing the relevant
equipment as well as results from thermal mapping
experiments.The summary and outlook section leaves
the reader in no doubt of the technological challenges
facing hard disk manufacturers, but also the significant
benefits in terms of data storage improvements if these
hurdles can be overcome.
Pt is of key importance in this next generation of
data storage media as a component of the magnetic
alloy material, so much so that Chapter 11 is entirely
devoted to the FePt alloy which is the current standout
material for data recording using HAMR technology.
This chapter includes much detailed discussion on
alloy structures, chemical ordering and microstructure
control and will be of particular interest to materials
scientists and chemists. With Pt mentioned on every
page, this chapter really drives home the vital role
pgms play in the recording of information.
HAMR is certainly not the only option available
for increasing the areal density limits of hard disk
devices and the last three chapters recognise the
alternatives being pursued by both academia and
industry. Patterned recording is widely considered

PMR vs. HAMR Recording

Heated
spot

Shield

Soft underlayer
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Laser

Fig. 3. Schematic
image showing
the difference
between HAMR and
PMR technology
(Courtesy of
Seagate Technology)

Soft underlayer
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the main alternative to HAMR for future generations
of disk media. Chapter 12 describes the two forms
of patterned media currently under investigation.
These are discrete track media and bit patterned
media, both of which use lithographic techniques
to physically separate recording grains and allow
them to be placed in closer proximity without
interfering with each other. The complex fabrication
of patterned media is explained with the help of a
series of schematics and electron microscope images
which again highlights both the benefits and many
issues still to be overcome in order for this technology
to become commercially viable.
The final two chapters move away from hard disk
technology for the first time and introduce solid state
memory devices. There are certainly benefits of this
technology over hard disks, most notably faster speeds
and smaller more compact sizes. Flash memory, for
instance, has already found use in a variety of small
mobile devices such as cameras and mobile phones.
However there are concerns regarding the number
of times data can be re-written, security and overall
durability. The most important issue is that the price
per gigabyte is still substantially higher than the hard
disk drive at the time of writing. These final chapters
round off nicely the latest developments in data
storage and complete the reader’s journey through
this rapidly changing industry.
Conclusions
This book provides a fascinating examination of
the rapidly changing field of data storage, taking the
reader on a logical journey from the earliest storage
devices, through current perpendicular magnetic
recording hard disk drives, and finishing with a look at
what the future may hold, whether that be heat assisted
recording, patterned media, solid state semiconductor
devices or a combination of the three. The book will
appeal to a wide audience, particularly to university
level students with an interest in physics, chemistry,
materials science and electronics. The chapters are
well laid out, do not overwhelm the reader with too
much complex information and are nicely illustrated
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with a combination of diagrams, photographs, graphs,
tables and microscope imagery. It is clear that the
editors and contributing authors are passionate
about this particular subject and that enthusiasm can
be felt throughout the book, especially in chapters
concerning the exciting new technology on the
horizon for data storage.
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The “Precious Materials Handbook”, edited by Ulla
Sehrt and Matthias Grehl and published by Umicore,
the global materials technology and recycling group,
aims to give an overview of how precious and other
metal-based materials and compounds contribute
to crucial applications, ranging from electronics
to emissions control. This it does extremely well,
emphasising that metal-based materials, through
their unique and fundamental properties, form an
integral part of everyday life in tools, equipment
and devices, and in synthesising other products via
catalysis. The book focuses on four ‘mega-trends’:
resource scarcity, emissions control, electrification
of vehicles and renewable energy production, which
emerge throughout each of the ten main chapters.
Readers who are interested in platinum group metals
(pgms) will find much valuable information in this
book, from metallurgy and the refining of pgms,
to fundamental chemistry and the use of pgms in
applications such as vehicle emissions control and
fuel cells. Each chapter is written by a group of
internationally-recognised experts and focuses on
current technology trends as well as assessing their
future potential. Although containing a great deal of
technical information, including a detailed appendix
of phase diagrams, thermodynamic data and crystal
lattice data, the book is written in an accessible way
to appeal to specialists and non-specialists alike.
From this large, multidisciplinary book a sample of
the chapters and sections relating to pgms have been
selected for this review.
Sustainability and Recycling
The first chapter, ‘Availability of Metals and Materials’
by Christian Hagelüken, Ralf Drieselmann and Kris
Van den Broeck, focuses on sustainability. The concept
of ‘metal scarcity’ is introduced, the difference
between absolute, temporary and structural scarcity
is explained, and the importance of reducing losses
in the production, manufacturing, use and recycling
of metals is emphasised. The pgms, which offer many
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unique properties making them suitable for various
applications, have the potential to contribute to human
wellbeing over the long term making it essential to
understand supplies of the material as well as the uses,
markets and market drivers (Figure 1). The chapter
also contains an overview of metal trading, pricing
and management which is essential reading for
anyone wishing to understand the complex dynamics
of metal markets.
Building on the theme of sustainability, the next
chapter,‘Recycling and Loop Concept for a Sustainable
Usage’ by Christian Hagelüken and Matthias Grehl,
focuses on the recycling of metals, including the
opportunities and challenges of recovering metals
from the ‘mine above ground’ – for example pgms in
spent automotive catalysts. The reader is introduced
to the concept of the life cycle of pgms, building on
the work of Christian Hagelüken of Umicore, one
of the chapter’s co-authors. Two distinctly different
life cycle structures are identified – the first being
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‘closed loop’ cycles such as those for recycling pgmcontaining oil refining catalysts where the metal is
part of an industrial product owned by and located
at an industrial facility. Typically the metal has a high
concentration and economic value and this facilitates
recovery. By contrast, ‘open loop’ recycling systems
are generally confined to consumer products such as
autocatalysts and mobile phones where the product
frequently changes ownership. The metal content
per unit is low but the huge product volumes in use
represent a significant and valuable resource. For
more about this, see (1).
Also in this chapter, recycling techniques are
introduced, with details given of Umicore’s Integrated
Smelter-Refinery Process which is capable of
recovering precious and base metals from complex
feed materials. The often complementary processes
of pyrometallurgy and hydrometallurgy are discussed,
and the reader is given an overview of commercial
precious metal refining.
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Fig. 1. Long-term development of prices for platinum and palladium and application milestones
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Properties and Applications of Precious
Metals
The largest chapter, simply titled ‘Precious Metals’,
is written by Matthias Grehl, Bernd Kempf, Ingo
Kleinwächter, Francis Van den Broeck, Andreas
Brumby, Sven Jantzen, Uwe Manz and Peter Braumann
and comprises around a third of the book. It is
devoted to the properties and industrial applications
of precious metals (gold, silver and the pgms). There
is a very brief introduction to pgm supplies and
mining followed by a more substantial section on the
primary winning and refining of pgms. Properties of
precious metals and their alloys are then covered in
a section that gives a wealth of technical information
in the form of data tables on electrical resistivity,
thermal expansion coefficients and corrosion stability.
The next section outlines the basic principles of
precious metal compound synthesis, with a focus on
the industrial applications of both organometallic
and inorganic pgm compounds. The importance of
platinum compounds is further illustrated with a brief
section on how platinum anticancer drugs work (2).
Selected applications of precious metals are covered
in the final section of this chapter, including platinum’s
unique properties of mechanical strength and
corrosion resistance which make it suitable for high
purity glass production (Figure 2).

The coverage of precursors and preparation of
heterogeneous catalysts in the above chapter,‘Precious
Metals’, covers the fundamentals of this significant
area of application for the pgms. Vehicle emissions
control, arguably the most important application
of heterogeneous catalysis from an economic and
technical point of view, is the main subject of the
following chapter, ‘Materials for Heterogeneous
Catalysis’ by Jürgen Gieshoff and Barry W. L. Southward.
As is remarked on in the preface to the chapter, the
development of high performance emissions control
catalysts capable of removing multiple pollutants
simultaneously while interacting automatically with
engine control systems is one of the most impressive
achievements in heterogeneous catalysis, all the more
so when it is considered that this is done profitably
on a large scale within the short timeframes of the
automotive industry. The subject of exhaust gas
catalysis is given a comprehensive treatment, covering
the reactions, materials used and characterisation
of emissions control catalysts (Figure 3). Three-way
catalysts, diesel oxidation catalysts, diesel particulate
filters and solutions for NOx control are then looked at
in turn with the catalytic processes, system layout and
outlook for the future discussed in each case.
In the chapter on ‘Homogeneous and Industrial
Catalysis’ by Ralf Karch, Steven P. Nolan (EaStCHEM
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Fig. 2. Examples of platinum group metal
components dedicated to the glass industry
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School of Chemistry, University of St Andrews, UK)
and Sven Jantzen, the theme of sustainability emerges
strongly once again. The chapter focuses on various
pgm-catalysed reactions that require less energy and
generate less waste than alternative stoichiometric
routes as a result of being atom-efficient. One example
given is the development of the Monsanto acetic acid
process, a “textbook example of the beauty, simplicity
and power of homogeneous catalysis”, using a
rhodium catalyst (Figure 4) (3). Other sections in this
chapter focus on the economic and environmental
benefits of pgm catalysis, including the hydrogenation
of alkenes, an atom-economic process without any
side products or waste reagents performed mostly
by ruthenium, rhodium or iridium complexes. The
importance of palladium-catalysed cross-coupling
reactions is covered with a look at the reactions of
Heck, Negishi and Suzuki (subject of the recent Nobel
Prize in Chemistry 2010 (4)) and other cross-coupling
reactions as well as their use in commercial scale
synthetic, pharmaceutial, agrochemical and electronic
applications. This chapter ends with a whistle-stop
tour of other catalysts used in the chemical industry,
for instance platinum-based gauzes for the catalytic
oxidation of ammonia to generate nitric acid.

only major criticism of the Handbook is its lack of
an index, making it difficult to navigate between the
many detailed chapters. However there is an online,
searchable preview (5) which may make up for this
lack and can be accessed via the publishers’ website.
This book should find its way onto the shelves of many
a practicing chemist as well as anyone with more than
a passing interest in how precious materials contribute
to the world we live in.
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Fig. 4. The rhodium-catalysed Monstanto process for
the production of acetic acid
Summary
Overall, the “Precious Materials Handbook” contains a
wealth of information on the essential role that pgms
and other precious metals play in the modern world,the
roles they may play in future to address environmental
problems, and the importance of efficient use of
materials, as well as recycling, in ensuring sustainability
for the future. The book champions the acceleration
of research and development of new materials. It is
amply supported by many references, is well laid
out and impressively illustrated, with colour coded
chapters and many useful diagrams and tables. The
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The Discoverers of the Isotopes of the
Platinum Group of Elements: An Update
New discoveries in 2011 increase total number of known isotopes
http://dx.doi.org/10.1595/147106712X654899

http://www.platinummetalsreview.com/

Since the previous update on new isotopes of the
platinum group of elements (1), further isotopes
have been discovered and reported by Kurcewicz
et al. (2) in 2011. These are: 202Os, 203Os, 204Ir, 205Ir and
206
Pt to 209Pt. The discovery of the isotope 201Os was
also claimed but this was previously identified by
Kurtukian-Nieto (3) in 2007. All of these isotopes are
particle stable (resistant to proton and neutron decay)

and are likely to be – emitters.These discoveries bring
the total number of known isotopes for the platinum
group of elements as shown in Table I.
JOHN W. ARBLASTER
Wombourne, West Midlands, UK
Email: jwarblaster@yahoo.co.uk

Table I
Total Number of Isotopes and Mass Ranges Known for Each Platinum Group
Element to 2012
Element

Number of known isotopes

Known mass number ranges

Ruthenium

38

87–124

Rhodium

38

89–126

Palladium

38

91–128

Osmium

43

161–203

Iridium

42

164–205

Platinum

44

166–209
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“The Fuel Cell Industry Review 2012”

A Successful Year
Annual fuel cell system shipments grew by almost
40% from 2010 to 2011, with 24,600 units shipped
in 2011, driven by increases in the stationary power
sector. For the first time, annual megawatts shipped
exceeded 100 MW, totalling 109.4 MW.
Since fuel cell commercialisation began in 2007,
there has been steady progress and in 2011 in the
stationary market large orders were announced
and completed on time – in some cases, even ahead
of schedule. The fuel cell industry is beginning to
deliver on its promises.
Shipments and Megawatts Up
In 2012, the Review forecasts that annual shipments
will triple to reach a total of over 78,000 for the full
year. This dramatic growth in shipments is largely
due to the widespread commercial release of three
different fuel cell chargers for consumer electronic
devices, but growth is expected across all sectors
(Figure 1). The output of these chargers is below
5 W and thus they will not have a noticeable effect
on megawatts. However, the annual megawatt total
is also expected to grow substantially from 2011,
increasing by over 60% to around 176 MW for the
full year, largely due to continued growth in the
stationary sector.
Portable Power
For portable applications excluding toys and
education kits, unit shipments were flat from 2010
to 2011 – showing the effects of the economic crisis
on consumer markets – but are expected to grow
to over 50,000 systems in 2012. Three companies
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Fuel Cell Today published its latest annual Fuel
Cell Industry Review on 5th September 2012. The
Review summarises developments in the fuel cell
industry during 2011 and 2012 to date and charts
growth in the industry from 2008 onwards, with a
forecast for the full year of 2012. The data reported
are annual shipments of fuel cell systems plus
the total capacity (megawatts) shipped each year.
The information is broken down by application
(portable power, stationary power or transport), by
geographical region and by technology type.
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Fig. 1. Fuel cell shipments by application 2008–
2012. The data for 2012 is a forecast
launched proton exchange membrane fuel cell
(PEMFC)-based portable chargers over the course
of 2011 and 2012 and, with the affordable prices
of these products and their general availability,
significant sales can be expected. PEMFCs rely on
platinum-based catalysts for their operation.
Sales of auxiliary power units (APUs) for
caravans and motorhomes in Europe dipped in
2011 but will return to growth in 2012. Although a
high-temperature PEMFC APU product has been
introduced to this market by Truma, most sales this
year are likely to be of the well-established direct
methanol fuel cell (DMFC) EFOY range from SFC
Energy, which also uses platinum.
Stationary Power
Shipments of fuel cell systems for stationary power
generation grew substantially from 2010 to 2011,
across all categories: residential-scale combined
heat and power (micro-CHP); uninterruptible
power supplies (UPS); and large-scale (prime)
power generation. The Ene-Farm residential
fuel cell scheme in Japan goes from strength to
strength: more than twice as many Ene-Farm units
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were sold in 2011 than in 2010, and further growth
to around 20,000 Ene-Farm shipments in 2012
is anticipated. Europe is looking to emulate the
success of the Japanese scheme and a Europe-wide
demonstration of around 1000 micro-CHP fuel cell
systems is now in the final stages of negotiation.
Fuel cell UPS, for example providing backup
power to telecommunications base stations, is
demonstrably superior to incumbent technology
(batteries and diesel generators) but unit shipments
have been modest to date. This is set to change in
2012, with strong demand in Asia and the USA
potentially leading to multi-megawatt orders; the
systems predominantly use PEMFC.
Annual megawatts in 2011 were significantly
boosted by deployments of large fuel cell systems
(100 kW to megawatt-scale) for stationary power
generation in the USA and South Korea. Further
growth will be seen in 2012 as strong demand in
these countries continues.
Transport
System shipments for transport applications
dropped nearly 40% from 2010 to 1600 in 2011.
This was largely due to natural fluctuations in
this market, where large deployments for vehicle
demonstrations can be made one year and not
matched the following year. The Review reports
that this sector will return to growth in 2012, thanks
to modest increases in fuel cell electric vehicle
(FCEV), bus and niche transport shipments but
primarily due to a doubling of shipments for
materials handling vehicles in the USA. Fuel cell
forklift trucks are now selling on a commercial
basis, and currently most orders are being placed
with Plug Power for its GenDrive® PEMFC units.
FCEV deployments are expected to start growing
steadily from 2012 as the automakers gear up for
commercialisation. By the end of 2011, 215 hydrogen
refuelling stations were in operation worldwide
and many continue to be added, particularly in
the early markets: Germany, California and Japan,
which between them have announced plans for
more than 200 additional stations by 2016.
Special Features
The Review also contains three special features.
The first analyses the impact that government
funding can have on fuel cell adoption, taking the
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American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009
as a successful example. The second feature looks
at the emerging interest in fuel cells to provide
primary power to data centres, and the third
examines the changing attitude of the current US
Government to fuel cells in transportation.
Outlook
Fuel Cell Today foresees sustained growth in both
unit shipments and megawatts, across all sectors
and all regions. PEMFC remains the dominant
electrolyte in unit shipments, and this dominance
will increase in 2012 with the release of new
products. Growth in PEMFC capacity shipped can
be expected.
In general, the trends across the fuel cell industry
are very positive: the technology continues to prove
itself in a range of applications, offering solid value
propositions of clean, reliable power. Success in
one area reflects on others and the prospects for
platinum-containing fuel cell technologies are
healthy. With the growth now being seen in the
industry, Fuel Cell Today expects that profitability
is on the horizon for a number of fuel cell
manufacturers, in some cases as early as next year.
Availability of the Industry Review
Electronic copies of the Industry Review are
available as a free download. Free printed copies
are available upon request. For more information
or to download a copy, please visit http://www.
fuelcelltoday.com/analysis/industry-review
or
email: info@fuelcelltoday.com.

“The Fuel Cell Industry Review 2012”
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Publications in Brief
BOOKS

“Bifunctional Molecular Catalysis”
Edited by T. Ikariya (Department of
Applied Chemistry, Graduate School
of Science and Engineering, Tokyo
Institute of Technology, Japan) and
M. Shibasaki (Institute of Microbial
Chemistry, Tokyo, Japan), Topics in
Organometallic Chemistry, Vol. 37,
Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Heidelberg,
Germany, 2011, 221 pages, ISBN:
978-3-642-20730-3, £171.00, €203.25,
US$259.00

Bifunctional molecular catalysts
contain two or more sites for the activation of
electrophiles and nucleophiles, and consequently
can promote molecular transformation by effective
accumulation and cooperative activation of reacting
substrates on the neighbouring active centres in
the same molecules. Tuning of the structures of
these catalysts, as well as the spatial organisation
of the functionality, is required to achieve the best
performance.This book highlights the recent advances
in bifunctional molecular catalysis with well-designed
multimetallic systems, dinuclear and mononuclear
transition metal-based molecular catalysts, and
Lewis acid catalysts. Iridium, rhodium and ruthenium
catalysts are featured and a chapter reviews the use of
Shvo’s ruthenium catalyst in various hydrogen transfer
reactions, as well as discussing the mechanism of the
hydrogen transfer.
“Catalysis: From Principles to Applications”
Edited by M. Beller (Universität
Rostock, Leibniz-Institut für Katalyse
eV, Germany), A. Renken (École
Polytechnique Fédérale, Lausanne,
Switzerland) and R. A. van Santen
(Eindhoven University of Technology,
Schuit Institute of Catalysis, The
Netherlands), Wiley-VCH Verlag & Co
KGaA, Weinheim, Germany, 2012,
664 pages, ISBN: 978-3-527-323494, £60.00, €72.00, US$90.00

This textbook includes chapters that explain the
fundamentals of catalysis and introduces new
catalytic systems that are becoming of increasing
importance. It covers all the essential principles,
ranging from catalytic processes at the molecular level
to catalytic reactor design and includes several case
studies illustrating the importance of catalysts in the
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chemical industry. The book gives many examples of
pgm catalysts.
“Materials for a Sustainable Future”
Edited by T. M. Letcher (Emeritus
Professor of Chemistry at the
University of KwaZulu-Natal, Durban,
South Africa) and J. L. Scott (Doctoral
Training Centre in Sustainable
Chemical Technologies, University of
Bath, UK), Royal Society of Chemistry,
Cambridge, UK, 2012, 828 pages,
ISBN: 978-1-84973-407-3, £74.99

This book is about the materials
in our society and how they
relate to sustainability. This includes materials that
need to be conserved, renewable materials, pollutants
that can be used in new processes and materials
designed to optimise the sustainable use of resources.
The book includes chapters concerning chemicals
and materials that could be used to help create a
more sustainable way of life. These include: biomass
needed to manufacture plastics; special compounds
and membranes for water purification, water splitting,
photovoltaic cells, batteries and fuel cells; and special
materials for buildings, glass technologies and for
storing hydrogen.
“Nanoalloys: Synthesis, Structure and
Properties”
Edited by D. Alloyeau (Matériaux et
Phénomènes Quantiques, Université
Paris Diderot, France), C. Mottet
(CINaM-CNRS, Marseille, France)
and C. Ricolleau (Matériaux et
Phénomènes Quantiques, Université
Paris
Diderot,
France),
Series:
Engineering Materials, SpringerVerlag, London, UK, 2012, 412
pages, ISBN: 978-1-4471-4013-9,
£117.00, €139.05, US$179.00

Bimetallic nanoparticles, also
called nanoalloys, have the ability to tune together
composition and size for specific purposes. By
approaching both their physical and chemical
properties, this book addresses the subject from both
experimental and theoretical points of view. The
three main chapter topics are: growth and structural
properties; thermodynamics and electronic structure
of nanoalloys; and magnetic, optic and catalytic
properties. Many of the nanoalloys have platinum
group metals in their composition.
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“Understanding Voltammetry: Problems and
Solutions”
By R. G. Compton, C. BatchelorMcAuley and E. J. F. Dickinson
(Physical and Theoretical Chemistry
Laboratory, University of Oxford,
UK), Imperial College Press, London,
UK, 2012, 272 pages, ISBN: 978-184816-730-8, £53.00

This book presents problems and
worked solutions for a wide range
of theoretical and experimental
subjects in the field of voltammetry.
The earlier chapters focus on the fundamental theories
of thermodynamics, electron transfer and diffusion.
Voltammetric experiments and their analysis are then
considered, including extensive problems on both
macroelectrode and microelectrode voltammetry.
Convection, hydrodynamic electrodes, homogeneous
kinetics, adsorption and electroanalytical applications
are discussed in the later chapters, as well as problems
on two rapidly developing fields of voltammetry:
weakly supported media and nanoscale electrodes.

JOURNALS
Energy Technology
Editor-in-Chief: B. Böck; Wiley-VCH;
ISSN: 2194-4288; e-ISSN: 2194-4296

The new Wiley-VCH journal
Energy Technology, due to launch
in 2013, will aim to provide
a forum for researchers and
engineers from all relevant
disciplines concerned with the
generation, conversion, storage
and distribution of energy. Articles covering all
technical aspects of energy process engineering will
be published, including:
(a) New concepts of energy generation and
conversion;
(b) Design, operation, control and optimisation of
processes for energy generation (e.g. carbon
capture) and conversion of energy carriers;
(c) Improvement of existing processes;
(d) Combination of single components into systems
for energy generation;
(e) Design of systems for energy storage;
(f) Production processes of fuels, e.g. hydrogen,
electricity, petroleum, biobased fuels;
(g) Concepts and design of devices for energy
distribution.
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Particle & Particle Systems Characterization
Wiley-VCH; e-ISSN: 1521-4117

The relaunched journal, known
as Particle for short, has
been added to the Wiley-VCH
Advanced Materials and Small
family of journals. It opened
for submissions in June 2012,
and will publish twelve issues
in 2013. Topics will include the
synthesis, characterisation and application of particles
in a variety of systems and devices. ‘Particles’ broadly
refer to colloids, composites, metal and alloy clusters,
organic and inorganic materials, polymers, quantum
dots, proteins and other molecular biological systems.
‘Particle Systems’ encompass biomedical, catalysis,
environmental, micro/nano-electromechanical, micro/
nano-fluidic, molecular electronic, photonic, sensing
and others.‘Characterisation’ methods include various
microscopy, spectroscopy, electrochemical, diffraction,
magnetic and scattering techniques.
Sustainable Energy Technologies and
Assessments
Editor-in-Chief: L. A. Schaefer (Department
of Mechanical Engineering, University of
Pittsburgh, USA); Elsevier; ISSN: 22131388

Elsevier will be launching this
new journal in early 2013.
Sustainable Energy Technologies
and Assessments will provide
comparative analyses of energy
generation, storage and conversion
systems, and their economic, environmental and
political impact. This journal will encourage papers on
technologies for energy generation and/or utilisation
with reduced impact on the environment.These include
carbon capture and storage, wind, bioenergy, solar/
photovoltaic, hydro, geothermal and conventional fuels,
along with system analysis, environmental issues, energy
harvesting and building design.
The 50-th Anniversary of the SIC “Supermetal”
Tsvetnye Metally (Non-Ferrous Metals), 2012, (5), 25–72

Tsvetnye Metally celebrates the history of the SIC
“Supermetal”. This includes developments in the
production of glass fibre at high temperatures and
mechanical loadings. Only platinum and its alloys
could sustain these service conditions. In the 1990s,
the industrial production of age-hardened platinum
and its alloys began. The ‘nonrefining’ processing of
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platinum-rich scrap was also
developed and implemented
commercially. Another important
business area was the production
of
platinum-based
catalytic
systems for nitric acid production.
Articles of interest include: ‘The
50-th Anniversary of the SIC
“Supermetal”’,
‘Achievements
of the OJSC SIC “Supermetal”
in the Field of Development and Manufacturing of
Precious Metals’, ‘Rational Using of the Platinum
Metals in the Production of the Fiberglass’,‘Production
of the Catalyst and Catchment Systems for Ammonia
Conversion, According to the Umicore AG & Co. KG
Company’s Technology’ and ‘Small-Sized Designs of
the Glass-Melting Devices and Bushings.Technical and
Economic Indexes of Application’.
Special Issue: C–H Functionalization
Acc. Chem. Res., 2012, 45, (6), 777–
958

With guest editors Michael
Doyle (Department of Chemistry
& Biochemistry, University of
Maryland, USA) and Karen Goldberg
(Department of Chemistry, University
of Washington, USA), this special
issue of Accounts of Chemical
Research covers C–H functionalisations from the
transformation of alkanes to the synthesis of complex
molecules. New advances in method development
are described. Strategies and successes in selective
C–H bond activation and cleavage are presented
along with functionalisation by dehydrogenation,
insertions or oxidations. Metal carbene chemistry
is the basis for recent developments in highly regioand stereoselective carbenoid insertion reactions.
Oxidative transformations that offer directed C–H
functionalisation and utilisation of dioxygen also
extend C–H functionalisation. Platinum, palladium,
rhodium and even iridium are essential to many of the
transformations covered in the issue.
Special Issue: Electrocatalysis
ACS Catal., 2012, 2, (5), 701–915

This special issue of ACS Catalysis is both timely and
to the point. Increasing attention is being paid to
electrochemistry and electrocatalysis, driven by their
growing importance in energy applications. Many
of the electrocatalysts covered are pgm-based. The
topical areas included by guest editors Héctor Abruña
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(Department
of
Chemistry
& Chemical Biology, Cornell
University, USA) and Thomas
Meyer (Department of Chemistry,
University of North Carolina, USA)
are:

(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

(a) Fuel cell anodes;
(b) Fuel cell cathodes;
(c) Chemically modified surfaces;
Energy storage, graphene;
Electrosynthesis;
Solar fuels;
Hydrogen.

ON THE WEB
Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles: The Road Ahead
Fuel cell electric vehicles
(FCEVs) represent one of
the largest future markets for
platinum-containing
proton
exchange membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs). A new Fuel Cell Today
report,“Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles:
The Road Ahead” examines the
need for zero emission transport,
the role that fuel cells can play
in this field, their development to date and the major
automakers’ plans for the commercialisation of FCEVs
in the coming years. The report also looks at the
build-up of supporting hydrogen infrastructure in key
launch markets.
Find
this
at:
http://www.fuelcelltoday.com/analysis/
surveys/2012/fuel-cell-electric-vehicles-the-road-ahead
(Accessed on 19th September 2012)

OLED eFabricator
The OLED eFabricator, a new
eTool designed to help facilitate
organic light-emitting diode
(OLED) research, is now available
from Aldrich Materials Science.
With the eFabricator, you can
locate high quality materials by
setting the desired OLED device
performance:
(a) Color: green, red or blue;
(b) Maximum luminance;
(c) Maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE);
(d) Turn-on voltage.
This tool offers access to an extensive portfolio of small
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molecule organic materials and electroluminescent
polymers with three main functions: electron
transport, hole transport and emission for OLEDs.
For example, platinum octaethylporphyrin, bis[2(4,6-difluorophenyl)pyridinato-C 2,N](picolinato)iridium(III), tris[2-phenylpyridinato-C2,N]iridium(III)
are listed as examples for application in the emissive
layer.
Find this at: http://www.sigmaaldrich.com/materials-science/
learning-center/oled-efabricator.html (Accessed on 19th
September 2012)

Precious Metal Compounds and Catalysts
A new Precious Metal Compounds
and Catalysts catalogue is now
available from Alfa Aesar. The
catalogue lists the range of
Johnson Matthey heterogeneous
and homogeneous catalysts
as well as three catalyst kits:
Asymmetric Hydrogenation Ligand/
Catalyst Kit, Advanced Coupling Kit
and Mini Advanced Coupling Kit.
The ‘Introduction to Catalysis and Catalysts’ section
provides in-depth background on historical aspects,
general catalyst information, and the advantages,
disadvantages and reaction types associated with
supported, unsupported and homogeneous catalysts.
The catalogue also offers proprietary Johnson Matthey
product lines, such as the HiSPEC™ line of precious
metal catalysts for fuel cell research. These consist
of single and bimetallic supported and unsupported
catalysts, which have been used with success in both
anodes and cathodes. Other product lines listed
include FibreCat™ Anchored Homogeneous Catalysts
and Smopex®, QuadraPure™ and QuadraSil™
Scavenger Systems.These polymer-anchored materials
help maintain the accessibility of the catalytic sites for
diffusion of the starting materials and products. The
Smopex® Precious Metal Scavenger System is one
of the most efficient methods for removing metallic
impurities in process catalysis.
Find
this
at:
http://www.alfa.com/en/GN120AJ.
pgm?task=display&phd=20120808 (Accessed on 19th
September 2012)
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Abstracts
CATALYSIS – APPLIED AND PHYSICAL
ASPECTS
The Simple Synthesis of Ferrocene Ligands
from a Practitioner’s Perspective
I. R. Butler, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem., 2012, (28), 4387–4406

This is a review on the synthesis of ferrocenebased ligands, including chiral ligands, which
have been prepared for use in catalysis principally
using Ni, Pd, Ru, Rh and Pt metals. A number of
ligand classes are reviewed including multidentate
ferrocenylphosphanes used in the preparation of
multimetallic Pd complexes. These are discussed in
terms of catalytic applications and the rationale for
the synthetic design. Relevant catalytic applications
discussed range from coupling reactions to
methoxycarbonylation. A range of highly basic
ligands are also described which offer new reactivity
in their metal complexes. (Contains 212 references.)
I. R. Butler, Eur. J. Inorg. Chem., 2012,
(28), 4387–4406

CATALYSIS – INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
Asymmetric Homogeneous Hydrogenations at
Scale
D. J. Ager, A. H. M. de Vries and J. G. de Vries, Chem. Soc.
Rev., 2012, 41, (8), 3340–3380

Asymmetric hydrogenations have been carried out
at scale by a wide range of companies as a way to
introduce stereogenic centres to commercially
important molecules.The use of robotics and parallel
reactions make finding a suitable catalyst much
faster. As the new stereogenic centre is made as a
single isomer, there is no waste from this approach.
Commercial use levels of the pgm catalysts mean that
the cost contribution to the product is relatively low.
The metal waste can also be recycled at the end of
the reaction. Overall the approach provides a cost
effective route to many compounds. (Contains 353
references.)

CATALYSIS – REACTIONS
Formation of Acetals under Rhodium-Catalyzed
Hydroformylation Conditions in Alcohols
O. Diebolt, C. Cruzeuil, C. Müller and D. Vogt, Adv. Synth.
Catal., 2012, 354, (4), 670–677

Pd@Aluminium Foil: a Highly Efficient and
Environment-Friendly “Tea Bag” Style Catalyst
with High TON
L. Fan, R. Yi, L. Yu, Y. Wu, T. Chen and R. Guo, Catal. Sci.
Technol., 2012, 2, (6), 1136–1139

A novel ‘tea bag’ style catalyst, Pd@Al foil, was prepared
by heating Al foil (area 1 cm × 1 cm) in a xylene
solution of Pd(OAc)2. The Pd coated Al foil catalysed
the Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction under mild
conditions and the yield was extremely high. When a
10-times scale (5 mmol) reaction was catalysed by
one piece of Pd@Al foil, diphenyl was obtained in 93%
yield. This catalyst was easily separated after reaction
and could be reused many times.
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Rh-catalysed hydroformylation of terminal alkenes
with alcohols as solvents gave rise to the selective
formation of the corresponding acetals. Using the
Xantphos ligand achieved the best results with
acetal selectivities >99% and linear/branched
ratios of up to 52. Acetals were unreactive under
hydroaminomethylation conditions.
Rh-Based Biphasic Isomerization of Carbon–
Carbon Double Bonds in Natural Oils
R. L. Quirino and R. C. Larock, J. Am. Oil Chem. Soc., 2012,
89, (6), 1113–1124

The biphasic conjugation of natural oils such as
soybean,as well as the isomerisation of various alkenes,
was investigated using a Rh catalyst. The highest yield
of conjugated soybean oil (96%) was obtained at
80ºC under Ar with EtOH as the polar solvent, using
triphenylphosphine monosulfonate sodium salt
(tppms) as the ligand and sodium dodecyl sulfate as
the surfactant.
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EMISSIONS CONTROL

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS

Improved Palladium Only Three-Way Catalysts
Using Phosphorus Modified Alumina Support

Fluid-Kinetics Enhanced Selective Etching
Process of NiPt Film by Piranha Chemistry in
Silicide Formation for Complementary Metal
Oxide Semiconductor Fabrication

M. Shen, L. Song, J. Wang and X. Wang, Catal. Commun.,
2012, 22, 28–33

Alumina support samples with different amounts of
P dopants were prepared by the sol–gel method. The
P-doped samples gave improved catalytic activity for
CO/NOx/HC conversion. Moderate improvements of
Pd dispersion were also seen in these samples. The
surface area of -alumina increased with increasing
amounts of P dopant and P was found to hinder the
phase transition of -alumina at high temperatures.
Aged P-doped catalysts exhibited outstanding TWC
activities. The P–O–Al sites strongly inhibited Pd
sintering during hydrothermal treatment.

FUEL CELLS
Electro-oxidation of COchem on Pt Nanosurfaces:
Solution of the Peak Multiplicity Puzzle
P. Urchaga, S. Baranton, C. Coutanceau and G. Jerkiewicz,
Langmuir, 2012, 28, (7), 3658–3663

Oxidative stripping voltammograms were obtained
for COchem preadsorbed on cubic, octahedral and
cuboctahedral Pt NPs with preferentially oriented and
atomically flat domains. They were compared to those
for etched and thermally treated Pt(poly) electrodes
with atomically flat,ordered surface domains separated
by grain boundaries as well as those for spherical Pt
NPs. The COchem oxidative stripping voltammograms
consisted of up to four features that could be assigned
to surface domains that are either preferentially
oriented or disordered. The chemisorption and
stripping of CO did not modify Pt NPs which preserved
their shape and surface orientation.
Pd/Co Bimetallic Nanoparticles:
Coelectrodeposition under Protection of PVP
and Enhanced Electrocatalytic Activity for
Ethanol Electrooxidation

M. M. Chu and J.-H. Chou, Thin Solid Films, 2012, 520, (16),
5482–5488

NiPtSi has potential for the CMOS self-aligned
silicidation process beyond the 22 nm node. Fresh
H2SO4 based piranha chemistry at >150ºC can etch
Pt with less damage to the exposed wafer surface. By
using a larger mass-to-charge density Pt redox reaction
zone, stronger chemical fluid kinetics and intensified
voltammetric cycles, the Pt selective removal rate can
be increased. Two types of wet chemical processors
were used to examine the effect of fluid-chemical
kinetics on the selective etching rate of Pt.

MEDICAL AND DENTAL
Crossed-Wire Laser Microwelding of Pt-10 Pct
Ir to 316 Low-Carbon Vacuum Melted Stainless
Steel: Part I. Mechanism of Joint Formation
G. S. Zou, Y. D. Huang, A. Pequegnat, X. G. Li, M. I. Khan and
Y. Zhou, Metall. Mater. Trans. A, 2012, 43, (4), 1223–1233

With the increasing complexity of medical devices,
the challenge of joining dissimilar materials arises.
Laser microwelding of Pt-10% Ir to 316 low C vacuum
melted (LVM) stainless steel (SS) crossed wires was
undertaken. The mechanisms of joint formation
transitioned from brazing to a combination of brazing
and fusion welding, and then to fusion welding with
increasing pulsed laser energy. The joints exhibited
various tensile failure modes. The optimal laser
peak power range to produce joints with good joint
geometry and 90% of the tensile strength of the Pt-10%
Ir wire was found.
Crossed-Wire Laser Microwelding of Pt-10 Pct
Ir to 316 LVM Stainless Steel: Part II. Effect of
Orientation on Joining Mechanism

Z.-S. Yang and J.-J. Wu, Fuel Cells, 2012, 12, (3), 420–425

Y. D. Huang, A. Pequegnat, G. S. Zou, J. C. Feng, M. I. Khan
and Y. Zhou, Metall. Mater. Trans. A, 2012, 43, (4), 1234–
1243

Pd-Co bimetallic nanostructures with Co compositions
ranging from 0–13 at% were fabricated on glassy
carbon electrodes by one-step electrodeposition in
the presence of PVP. PVP was used as an additive to
stabilise the Pd NPs and inhibit agglomeration during
their formation. Pd100Co10 exhibited high catalytic
activity towards EtOH oxidation in alkaline media.

The laser weldability of joints between Pt-10% Ir and
316 LVM SS crossed wires was evaluated to determine
the effect of orientation of the two dissimilar metals
(i.e. which metal was exposed to the laser beam) on
weld quality. With the Pt-Ir alloy on top, a significant
amount of porosity was present on the surface of the
welds as well as throughout the weld cross-sections.
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This porosity is proposed to be a result of preferential
vapourisation of 316 LVM SS alloying elements that
become mixed with the molten Pt-10% Ir.

dependent on the Tg of the matrices. The polymer–Pt
complex blends also displayed mechanochromic and
mechanoluminescent properties upon deformation
by compression, scratching or stretching.

NANOTECHNOLOGY

Simple Novel Cyclometallated Iridium
Complexes for Potential Application in DyeSensitized Solar Cells

Formation of Porous Pt Nanoparticles through
Core–Shell Pt–Al Nanoalloys and Wet Chemical
Etching
Z. Shen, Y. Matsuki, K. Higashimine, M. Miyake and T.
Shimoda, Chem. Lett., 2012, 41, (6), 644–646

A core–shell PtAl nanoalloy was prepared by selective
deposition of Al on a Pt nanocube and wet chemical
etching was carried out on the PtAl nanoalloy to
produce a porous Pt NP. The Pt nanocube serves as
a catalyst for dehydrogenation of alane (AlH3) and as
the seed for Al crystallisation. During the formation of
the Al shell, Pt atoms diffuse into the Al layer to form
a core–shell structure of a PtAl nanoalloy surrounding
a Pt core. The chemical etching process produces
porous Pt NPs with high catalytic activity.

Vapochromic and Mechanochromic Films
from Square-Planar Platinum Complexes in
Polymethacrylates
J. R. Kumpfer, S. D. Taylor, W. B. Connick and S. J. Rowan, J.
Mater. Chem., 2012, 22, (28), 14196–14204

Square-planar [Pt(1)Cl](PF6) (1 = 4-dodecyloxy2,6-bis(N-methylbenzimidazol-2'-yl)pyridine)
was
blended into a series of methacrylate polymers. The
polymer films displayed vapochromic (yellow to
red) and vapoluminescent behaviour after exposure
to MeCN liquid or vapour, as a result of a vapour
induced change in the Pt–Pt interactions. The rate
of recovery of the yellow colour was found to be
J. R. Kumpfer et al., J. Mater. Chem., 2012,
22, (28), 14196–14204

N
N

5
N
N
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Thermal Decomposition and Fractal Properties
of Sputter-Deposited Platinum Oxide Thin Films
A. Mosquera, D. Horwat, L. Vazquez, A. Gutiérrez, A. Erko,
A. Anders, J. Andersson and J. L. Endrino, J. Mater. Res.,
2012, 27, (5), 829–836

Porous Pt thin films were obtained by thermal
decomposition of Pt oxide films at temperatures
between 25–675ºC. The decomposition of the oxide
began at 400ºC and followed a sigmoidal trend with
increasing annealing temperature. In XRD spectra, only
an amorphous-like signature was observed at <575ºC,
while Pt 4f XPS showed that the deposited oxide was
a mixture of PtO2 and PtO. Pt-L3 edge XANES and Pt
4f XPS spectra showed that the Pt concentration and
electronic structure were predominant at ≥575ºC.
Synthesis of B2-RuAl Coatings on Mild Steel by
Laser Cladding
B. Bax, C. Pauly, P. Leibenguth, K. Woll and F. Mücklich, Surf.
Coat. Technol., 2012, 206, (19–20), 3931–3937

N

1

Ir complexes are potentially good candidates for
application in DSSCs. Three simple cyclometallated
Ir(III) complexes of the type: [Ir(C^N)2(4,4'(C^N
=
variously
dicarboxybipyridine)][PF6]
substituted phenylpyridine cyclometallating ligands)
were synthesised and the influence of the ligand
on photovoltaic performance was assessed. More
conjugated π-delocalised cyclometallating ligands
that slightly shift the UV bands to higher wavelengths
gave slightly better photovoltaic parameters.

SURFACE COATINGS

PHOTOCONVERSION

O

C. Dragonetti, A. Valore, A. Colombo, S. Righetto and V.
Trifiletti, Inorg. Chim. Acta, 2012, 388, 163–167

Powder mixtures of Ru and Al were laser clad on mild
steel using a 500 W diode laser. The quality of the
coatings was dependent on the parameters used. The
coatings were found to be a mixture of B2-RuAl with
a high amount of Fe as a substitutional element plus
-Fe. When superimposing several layers, the fraction
of -phase in the top layer decreased significantly with
each additional layer. This method has potential for
coating structures for high-temperature applications.
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Patents
CATALYSIS – APPLIED AND PHYSICAL
ASPECTS
Carbon Supported Palladium Catalyst
Université Catholique de Louvain, European Appl. 2,468,701;
2012

The Suzuki-Miyaura C–C coupling reaction here
consists of an aryl halide reacting with an arylboronic
acid in an organic solvent in the presence of a Pd/C
catalyst (the specific surface area of the C support
is ~100 m2 g–1) and an inorganic base selected from
K2CO3, NaOH, KOH, Na2CO3 or NaHCO3. The reaction
is carried out at constant pH, preferably pH ~10.6.
Ruthenium-Carbene Complexes
BASF SE, US Appl. 2012/0,165,588

A Ru-carbene complex, 1, supported on SiO2 is
used in olefin metathesis for the preparation of
cycloalkadienes from cycloalkene monomers,
polycycloalkenylenes or a combination of these in a
continuously operated reactor. X1 and X2 can either be
identical or different and are each an anionic ligand;
L1, L2 and L3 are each an uncharged electron donor
ligand; T is O, S, NR or PR; R is H or a C1–C40 radical; R1
and R2 are H, a C1–C40 radical or two or more ligands
or radicals selected from X1, X2, L1, L2 and L3 and may
be joined to one another to form a cyclic or polycyclic
ring system; k is 0 or 1; n is 0 or 1 and m is 0, 1 or 2.
US Appl. 2012/0,165,588
R2
(X1)(X2)(L1)(L2)(L3)nRu

( C )m C

1

Tk–R1

CATALYSIS – INDUSTRIAL PROCESS
Manufacture of Vinyl Chloride
Solvay SA, World Appl. 2012/084,643

Vinyl chloride is manufactured by reacting C2H2
with HCl, using a catalytic system comprising
of an N-alkylated imidazole selected from
1-methylimidazole, 1-ethylimidazole, 1-butylimidazole,
1-hexylimidazole, 1-octylimidazole, 1-decylimidazole,
1-methyl-2-octylimidazole, 1-ethyl-2-methylimidazole,
1-butyl-2-methylimidazole, 1-hexyl-2-methylimidazole
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and 1-decyl-2-methylimidazole and a compound of a
metal chosen from Pt, Pd, Os, Ru, Au and Hg, preferably
Pd, for example, PdCl2. The reaction is carried out
between room temperature and 220ºC.

CATALYSIS – REACTIONS
Saccharification of Biomass Materials
Tanaka Noble Metal Industrial Co, Ltd, Japanese Appl. 2012110,873

The saccharification of biomass materials is
catalysed by Ru or Pd catalyst supported by cellulose
carbonisation products containing 2.4–7.0 wt% SO3H
groups. The cellulose carbonisation products have
a degree of crystallinity of 1.8–2.4. The catalyst is
manufactured by carbonisation of cellulose powder
at 400–900ºC for 1–10 h, immersion of the resulting
supports in a solution containing Ru and/or Pd, then
heating in concentrated H2SO4 or fuming H2SO4 for the
binding of the SO3H groups to the supports. Cellulose
was saccharified using a Ru catalyst supported on
carbonised cellulose containing SO3H groups at
230ºC for 1 min to give glucose in 40% yield and 68%
cellulose conversion.
Hydrogenation of Vegetable Oil
Russian Federation represented by the Ministry of Industry
and Trade of the Russian Federation, Russian Patent
2,452,563; 2012

A Pd-containing catalyst is used in the hydrogenation
of vegetable oils resulting in a reduced content of
trans-isomers. The catalyst consists of crystallites of
catalytically active Pd applied over a C carrier surface
with a granule size of 1.0–5.0 nm, specific surface
area of 100–450 m2 g–1 and a mean pore size of ≥4 nm.

EMISSIONS CONTROL
Lean-Burn Engine Oxidation Catalyst
Johnson Matthey Plc, World Appl. 2012/085,572

An exhaust system consists of a first oxidation catalyst
containing Pt or Pt-Pd supported on a reducible oxide
selected from Mn, Fe, Sn, Cu, Co, Ce or optionally a
stabilised homologue of one of these disposed on a first
honeycomb monolith substrate.The loading of the pgm
on the monolith substrate is >10 g ft–3.The first oxidation
catalyst may comprise of a molecular sieve which
consists of Cu and/or Fe and at least one precious metal.
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FUEL CELLS
Oxygen Evolution Catalyst
Johnson Matthey Plc, World Appl. 2012/080,726

A catalyst layer for a fuel cell consists of an
electrocatalyst and a crystalline metal oxide oxygen
evolution catalyst. The oxygen evolution catalyst
comprises of: (a) one or more metals selected from
the lanthanides, Y, Mg, Ca, Sr, Ba, Na, K, In, Tl, Sn, Pb,
Sb and Bi; (b) one or more metals selected from
Ru, Ir, Os and Rh; and (c) O. The atomic ratio of the
first metal(s) to the second metal(s) is from 1:1.5 to
1.5:1 and the atomic ratio of (first metal(s) + second
metal(s)):oxygen is from 1:1 to 1:2. The formula of the
oxygen evolution catalyst is (AA)a(BB)bOc where A
and A are selected from group (a); B is selected from
group (b); B is selected from (b), or from Ca, Mg or
rare earth metals; a = 0.66–4.5; b = 1–3; and c = 3–11.

orthodontic components, implant or fixation devices
or in jewellery applications.

APPARATUS AND TECHNIQUE
Analyte Sensor
Abbott Diabetes Care Inc, US Appl. 2012/0,138,484

An analyte sensor consists of a counter electrode and
a working electrode with a sensing layer disposed on
it. This layer comprises an analyte-responsive enzyme,
a redox mediator containing an Os-containing
complex or a Ru-containing complex having at least
one pyridine boronic acid ligand and a thickener
comprising urea, a urea derivative, urethane, a
urethane derivative, a polyvinyl pyrrolidone polymer
or a polyvinyl pyrrolidone polymer derivative. It is
claimed that the analyte sensor has ≥90% of its initial
sensitivity after ≥14 days.

Palladium/Carbon Oxidation Electrode
Hitachi Ltd, European Appl. 2,469,632; 2012

ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS

The MEA for a fuel cell comprises an anode containing
a catalyst selected from Pt, Ru, Ir, Rh, Os, W, Mo, Fe, Co,
Ni or Mn, a solid PEM and a cathode. An additional
HCOOH oxidation electrode containing Pd/C and
a solid polymer electrolyte is formed between the
anode GDL and the anode and between the cathode
GDL and the cathode.

Integrated Circuit Device

Platinum Alloy Catalyst with Conductive Polymer
Coating
Hyundai Motor Co, US Appl. 2012/0,135,137

A Pt catalyst on a C support selected from C black,
C nanotubes, C nanofibres, C nanocoils and C
nanocages is prepared by coating the surface of the
Pt catalyst with either polypyrrole or polyaniline. A
transition metal salt selected from nitrates, sulfates,
acetates, chlorides or oxides of Pd, Ru, Co, Fe, Ni,Ti,V or
Cr is supported on the coated catalyst and this is heat
treated at 700–1000ºC.

METALLURGY AND MATERIALS
Palladium-Based Metallic Glasses
California Institute of Technology, US Appl. 2012/0,168,037

A metallic glass free from Ni and Cu consists of a
biocompatible alloy represented by the formula:
PdaXbSicPdGee where X is Ag, Au or a combination of
both; a (in at%) = ~74–86; b = ~2–5; c = ~8–10; d = 4–8;
and e = ~0–3.This may be used to form a 3D object and
be used in biomedical components such as dental or
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R. N. Akolkar and J. S. Clarke, US Appl. 2012/0,161,320

An integrated circuit device consists of a substrate
with a layer of dielectric material on its surface. The
dielectric material has a depression where one side
is in contact with a metal layer selected from Ru, Pt,
Ir, Pd, Re and Rh, preferably Ru, plus Co. A Cu seed
layer is electrodeposited into the depression with a Co
dopant. The metal layer is 1–4 nm thick.
Ruthenium Sputtering Target
General Research Institute for Nonferrous Metals, Chinese
Appl. 102,485,378; 2012

A Ru sputtering target is heated at a rate of 50ºC min–1
from room temperature to 1200ºC, it is then heated at
a rate of 25ºC min–1 to 1400–1700ºC and hot pressed
at 35 MPa for 10–60 min. The resulting Ru sputtering
target has a relative density >98%, the average grain
size is <20 μm and the O content is <200 ppm.

NANOTECHNOLOGY
Novel Platinum Nanoparticles
Tata Chemicals Ltd, World Appl. 2012/095,863

A modified Pt NP has a mercapto alkyl acid and
optionally an alkyl thiol attached to it and is supported
on a substrate selected from rice husk ash, mesoporous
silica, microporous silica, nanosilica and alumina. This
is prepared by reacting a solution comprising of a Pt
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precursor and a mercapto alkyl acid with a reducing
agent. This second solution is heated to 50–100ºC. The
molar ratio of the mercapto alkyl acid and the alkyl
thiol varies in the range of 0.25–100. The size of Pt NP
varies in the range of 1–1000 nm and the Pt content is
5–98 wt%.

SURFACE COATINGS
Manufacturing Osmium Membrane
Beijing Institute of Satellite Environmental Engineering,
Chinese Appl. 102,453,932; 2012

The process for manufacturing Os membrane
comprises: (a) cleaning the quartz glass substrate,
drying, preheating for 5–10 min under vacuum; (b)
depositing a Cr layer and a Au layer both having a
thickness of 5–20 nm by a PVD method; (c) cleaning
to remove the residual reagent; (d) vacuum drying to
obtain the Cr/Au coated quartz glass; (e) electroplating
the Cr/Au coated quartz glass as cathode and Pt
gauze electrode anode for 10 min whilst controlling
the current density of 2.5–3.5 A dm–3, changing a
new electroplating solution and re-electroplating
for >10 min whilst controlling the current density
of 2.5–3.5 A dm–3 to form an Os layer of thickness
>1 μm. The Os electroplating solution is made after
removing pinholes and reducing electrode surface
tension by adding a surfactant to distilled water. This
is then boiled, cooled and diluted to obtain 0.01 g l–1
surfactant solution. The complexing agents NH2SO3H
(25 g l–1) and NH2SO3NH4 (10 g l–1) are added to
completely dissolve (NH4)2OsCl6 (10 g l–1). This
method can avoid the cracking phenomenon during
Os electroplating and increase the thickness of the Os
layer. The membranes can be used for preparing space
atomic oxygen environmment detectors.
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FINAL ANALYSIS

Challenges and Opportunities in
Palladium: The Claret Jug Experience
at the Santa Fe Symposium
In 2009, jeweller Martyn Pugh was commissioned to
craft a claret jug from pure palladium, thought to be
the largest decorative object ever made from this metal
-- in fact there are two jugs, one in metal and one with
a glass section (Figure 1) (1). This commission, one
of a set intended to be hand crafted in four different
precious metals, was a unique challenge that gave rise
to a number of considerations, not least of which was
the requirement to exactly match the previous pairs
of jugs, one in silver and glass and the other in hard
24 carat gold (2). In addition the chance to work in
palladium at such a scale (the finished height of the

Fig. 1. The finished pair of palladium jugs made
by Martyn Pugh
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jugs would be 360 mm) presented challenges, and
opportunities, of its own. Chris Corti was at the Santa
Fe Symposium where the work was unveiled, also
reviewed in this issue of Platinum Metals Review (3),
and here he discusses Pugh’s fascinating work on the
pure palladium jug in more detail.
Established Techniques
The first point was to establish what techniques used
for the gold jug could be transferred to palladium.
The craftsman, expert in metal spinning and who had
made the body of the gold jug, was approached; he
had concerns that the malleability of palladium was
insufficient to spin the body from a flat disc. Pugh
turned to Johnson Matthey, whose Noble Metals
business had experience of manufacturing large items
for industrial and scientific applications. The jug body
was a more complex, larger shape than they were used
to producing. However, they accepted the challenge.
The Johnson Matthey metal spinner was confident he
could produce the shape required. To undertake the
spinning, Johnson Matthey utilised existing formers,
mostly in brass, but also had to make some new ones
which were made in steel for the stopper, spout and
foot sections of the jug (Figure 2). The Johnson
Matthey spinner undertook trial spinnings in 99.9%
pure palladium using several shapes of former to
hone his skills and Pugh’s drawings were translated
into computer aided design (CAD) files. The body
was spun in three sections – neck, shoulder and
lower section – from cone shaped blanks (rather than
flat discs) which were hand forged to lock the cones
onto the former for spinning. After the odd mishap,
all three sections were successfully spun and then
tungsten inert gas (TIG) welded together.
A Fruitful Collaboration
From that point, Pugh was able to proceed with
completion of the jug. This involved dressing the

© 2012 Johnson Matthey
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Fig. 2. Formers for spinning parts of the palladium
jug, in brass and steel

seams from TIG welding, shaping the spout and
soldering the various components together with a
range of solders. The edges of the spinnings were
left slightly raised to facilitate TIG welding. A lot of
palladium filler was used in the weld to prevent any
porosity. This provided functionally good welds but
they were unattractive; the inside of the jug body was
dressed using a custom-made stake – a 25 mm rod
with a polished upturned end. The external seams
were dressed with a planishing hammer.
Pugh devised a jug-specific table of soldering joints
which detailed each fabrication stage and analysed
the solders required. Each operation was grouped
according to the proximity of heat-affected zones.
The various sections required three to five soldering
operations each. The solders used, with their melting
temperatures, were: Platinum Easy (1060ºC), Palladium
Hard (950ºC), Palladium Medium (940ºC), PallabrazeTM
810 (810ºC) and 18 carat White Gold Easy (740ºC).
These provided the range of melting temperatures
needed and the analysis ensured that all soldering
operations were accomplished without accidental
omission of a joint.Solders were generally used as ‘stick’
solders, i.e. several wires twisted together, fused and
forged or thin strips cut from sheet and fused together.
The colour of the solder was also important where the
soldered seam was visible. Laser tack welding was used
in places where buckling or thermal movement was a
risk and this was done at Birmingham City University
by Ann-Marie Carey. Two fluxes were used to solder:
Johnson Matthey TenacityTM No. 125 Flux Powder and
Johnson Matthey TenacityTM No. 4A Flux Powder for
the higher and lower temperatures, respectively.
The hollow handle was made from a tapered
palladium sheet carefully bent over a former and this
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was not as simple a job as it appeared. An initial U-shape
was made by hand-bending a tapered sheet over a
steel former and then drawing it through a custommade block. An issue here was that the palladium
caught (galled) on the tool and as it snagged unevenly,
this caused the material to rotate in the block and jam
up. With a pause for breath, the tool was dismantled
and the twisted and scratched palladium removed.
Redrawing the piece through the block using graphitecontaining oil lubrication enabled a satisfactory piece
to be produced. This was then soldered to the back
panel of the handle, using binding wire at both ends.
The hollow D-shaped handle was filled with pitch
before bending to shape in a wooden former; the
pitch was then removed. The visible solder seam after
assembling to the jug was engraved and filled with
palladium by laser welding to disguise the original
unsightly soldered seam.
The jug body was required to have a subtle matte
textured finish. Some pre-finishing was carried out
using a flick wheel to obtain a consistent texture; the
texture was applied in stages. The internal surface
of the spout was polished to a high degree using
a series of grits and polishing media, ending with
Brasso®, thus creating a contrast between exterior
and interior.
Final Results
A problem emerged at a late stage when it was found
that the palladium jug was not quite the same height
as the gold jug. There was a difference of 3.2 mm!
This was found to be due to inaccuracies in the gold
jug’s dimensions and Pugh had to solder some 3 mm
palladium wire at the bottom of the palladium body to
rectify the problem, so that the spouts of the two jugs
were level when placed together. The culmination of
this effort was a matching jug in palladium, shown in
Figure 1.
This was a fruitful collaboration between Martyn
Pugh and Johnson Matthey, and the technical expertise
of both was necessary to achieve success.
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